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a Safe, peRSonal enviRonmenT
Unlike large schools in impersonal districts, our welcoming community creates an inclusive 
environment that discourages bullying. No child is anonymous at TRS, and we help each 
student develop an individualized Personalized Learning Plan. At our school, parents can talk 
directly with the school’s leader rather than dealing with a distant, bureaucratic central office.


a woRld-claSS educaTion
TRS was founded by George Rising, the former Head of School of the #1 ranked 
academic school in America. Under Dr. Rising’s leadership, our school 
stresses academic excellence to prepare students for success in 
college and professional careers. At TRS, classes are engaging, 
teachers are curriculum experts, and standards are 
rigorous.


a communiTy-oRienTed 
pHiloSopHy
We’re your neighborhood school. Our facilities will 
suit our needs for years to come, providing a 
stable environment for our students. As part of 
the community, our students will volunteer their time, 
intern in local businesses, and mature into alumni who are 
successful citizens engaged with their community and the world. 


Now enrolling 6th-9th Grades 
for the 2013-2014 School Year!
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Enroll Online Today!
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STATE OF ARIZONA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION


JOHN HUPPENTHAL
SUPERINTENDENT
OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION


September 25, 2013


Dr. George Rising
The Rising School
5405 N. Oracle Rd., Ste. 101
Tucson, AZ 85704


Dear Dr. Rising:


-- - -Co-nllratulations! T-he-A-rizona--Gtlaner-Scoools-incentille..PJ-Ogram (AZ_CSPLQffic_e (~commended The
Rising School, Inc. to the Arizona State Board of Education for AZ CSP funding at its September 23~-
2013 meeting and the application has been approved. Depending on your enrollment and budget plans,
you will be awarded up to $230,000 for up to three Project Years


In order for you to make your first draw of funds as quickly as possible and confirm the scope of the grant
and review allowable expenditures, please contact Sheri.Partridge@azed.gov. Dr. Francis will call you to
go over the terms and conditions of the grant and the specific action on the school's part that could trigger
a suspension of funds. The budget meeting with Dr. Francis will determine your Project Year 1 final award
amount. This will be performed electronically.


Access to the AZ CSP funds to support the Planning and Implementation spending plan for your school
described in your application will be available through the Grants Management Enterprise process. You
will be able to backdate eligible expenses from April 1, 2013. Assuming The Rising School, Inc. abides by
all AZ CSP guidelines and state and federal regulations and is on target to meet its goals, it will be eligible
to submit spending plans for Project Years 2015 and 2016.


This grant is for the Planning and Implementation of The Rising School, Inc. only. It may not be shared
with any other entity. Acceptance of the AZ CSP grant award requires that the charter representative and
its board president annually sign the General Statement of Assurances. The Rising School, Inc. shall
reside and serve the community described in its AZ CSP grant application; it shall provide the AZ CSP
office full access to the school site and records to monitor progress of stipulated school goals and it shall
file a Completion Report describing the school's grant financial activities and progress toward its goals.
The Completion Report shall be required for renewal of funds in April 2014. The content and format for
that report shall be forthcoming.


If you have further questions, you may contact the AZ CSP Project Specialist, Sheri Partridge,
Sheri.Partridge@azed.gov 602.364.1909.


Respectfully,


~j~cM
Mark Francis
Deputy Associate Superintendent
Charter School Program


1535 W JEFFERSON ST, BIN 41 • PHOENIX, AZ 85007 • PH (602) 542-4020. FX (602) 542-5010
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ASBCS November 21, 2013 


AGENDA ITEM:  Request for the Temporary Suspension of Charter School Operation of Rising Schools, Inc. 
 
Issue 
Rising Schools, Inc. has submitted a request for the temporary suspension of the operation of the charter 
school, The Rising School, until August 4, 2014, citing issues with the lease of a school facility and why the 
planning year had been cancelled as the reasons for the request. 
 
Policy Statement for a Temporary Suspension of Charter School Operation 


 
Background 
Rising Schools, Inc. (RSI) was granted a charter at the January 14, 2013, Board meeting to open a school in 
Tucson for the 2013-2014 school year, serving grades 6-12 through the new charter application process. On 
May 22, 2013, the charter holder executed the charter contract for RSI. As part of the charter contract, the 
charter holder agrees to provide a comprehensive program of instruction within twelve (12) months of the 
parties’ execution of the Charter. 
 
On June 20, 2013, George Rising, Authorized Representative of RSI, sent an email to Board staff informing the 
Board that the charter holder decided not to open in the 2013-2014 school year. 
 
On June 27, 2013, Board staff sent an email to Mr. Rising, informing the charter holder that since their charter 
was executed on May 22, 2013, the charter holder was required to begin providing instruction to students 
within 12 months of the execution of RSI and that a one-time good cause suspension request could be 
submitted. 
 
Summary of Letter Provided 
On October 22, 2013 Mr. Rising submitted a letter requesting a one-time Good Cause Suspension Request to 
allow the charter school, The Rising School (TRS), to open in August 2014 (presented in the charter holder’s 
portfolio: b. Letter to ASBCS). Mr. Rising stated that initially RSI was going to incorporate a planning year from 
April 2013 through July 2014 with funds received by the Arizona Charter School Program grant. Since the grant 
application had been denied on March 25, The TRS Board decided to move forward and open in August 2013. 
By April 12, RSI signed a lease for a facility located directly across the street from the Townsend Middle School, 
a Tucson Unified school that was being closed. The landlord of the facility also included $60,000 in tenant 
improvements (presented in the charter holder’s portfolio: g: Exhibit 04 Lease agreement, page 13).  
 
In early June, the landlord informed Mr. Rising that the tenant improvements would be increased over the 
allotted amount of $60,000. The additional cost is reflected as $90,000 more and future tenant improvements 
would cost another $600,000. Mr. Rising stated, “Thus, the cost was prohibitive, far above the budgeted 
amount.” On June 13, the TRS Board voted to cease the operation of the school and open in 2014 rather than 
2013, which provided the 14 students that had been recruited, two months to find another school and for 
teachers to find other employment.  
 
In September, an agreement was made with the landlord to terminate the lease agreement with RSI. Since the 
grant application had been denied, RSI had also begun the appeal process in April and received a ruling from 
the Arizona State Board of Education that granted RSI the grant for $230,000 for FY 2014. Mr. Rising stated, 
“This ruling enabled TRS to continue its planning year to prepare for opening in August 2014. TRS hired a 
Principal and Office Manager, and it is in negotiations to lease a turnkey-ready facility, which housed a school 
from 1998-2013, located a 1. W. Orange Grove Road in Tucson.” 



http://www.asbcs.az.gov/pdf/Board%20Policies/TemporarySuspension-InternalPolicy.pdf

http://www.asbcs.az.gov/board_information/meeting_info/2013/January.asp
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ASBCS November 21, 2013 


Additional Information 
On November 1, Board staff requested additional information that included evidence to support the 
circumstances outlined in the letter for not being able to open timely in August 2013, a viable and adequate 
timeline for implementing the Educational, Operational, and Business plans contained in the RSI application 
package and action steps with completion dates that will enable RSI to open timely. On November 3, Mr. Rising 
provided an updated letter and 10 exhibits providing evidence of the reasons given in the October 22 letter 
(presented in the charter holder’s portfolio: c-m: Letter to ASBCS 11-03-2013, Exhibits 01-10). In addition, on 
November 6, Mr. Rising submitted an updated letter that included a timeline and action steps for 
implementing the plans from the RSI application package (presented in the charter holder’s portfolio: n-o: 
Letter to ASBCS 11-06-2013 and Timeline and Action Steps).  
 
Staff reviewed evidence provided by the charter holder, including an appeal letter to the Arizona State Board 
of Education, lease agreement, grant award letter, timeline, and narrative of action steps. Based on the 
documents submitted, staff determined the timeline and action steps provided will enable the charter holder 
to begin the first day of operation of TRS on August 4, 2014 and the grant awarded will provide a planning 
year. 
 
Board Options 
Option 1: The Board may approve the request for a Temporary Suspension. Staff recommends the following 
language for consideration: I move, based on the information contained in the Board materials and presented 
today, that the Board approve a one-time Temporary Suspension of Charter School Operation for Rising 
Schools, Inc. to begin providing instruction to students in the fall of the 2014-2015 school year.  
 
Option 2: The Board may deny the request for a Temporary Suspension. The following language is provided for 
consideration: I move, based on the information contained in the Board materials and presented today, that 
the Board deny the Temporary Suspension of Charter School Operation for Rising Schools, Inc., for the reason 
that the charter holder failed to provide: 


 Evidence to support the reasons given for not opening timely; 


 A viable and adequate timeline with action steps; 


 (Other specific reasons the Board may have found during its consideration including…) 
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The Rising School 


5405 North Oracle Road 


Suite 101 


Tucson, Arizona 85704 


 


April 3, 2013 


 


State Board of Education 


1535 West Jefferson, Bin 11 


Phoenix, AZ 85007 


 


Dear State Board of Education, 


 


As the Board of Directors of The Rising School (TRS), we are writing to call your attention to 


irregularities in the awarding of grants by the Arizona Charter School Program (AZ CSP) for 


Round II. We’re also writing to request action to remedy any inequities to TRS caused by these 


irregularities. 


 


Having completed the AZ CSP grant process this year, we found many troubling irregularities in 


it: 


1. The process lacks transparency, with the AZ CSP webpage lacking basic information.  


2. Dr. Francis of AZ CSP withheld information and was nonresponsive to requests from 


TRS for transparency. 


3. The excessively heavy weighting for the interview portion (35 of 100 points), a very 


subjective section, is troubling. 


4. The written scoring contained irregularities. 


5. The content of the interview questions had almost nothing to do with the written 


application and little to do with the process of effectively running a charter school. 


Moreover, the Interview portion was subjective, ill-conceived, unclearly explained, and 


poorly graded. 


 


We therefore conclude that the AZ CSP application process was badly flawed and that 


these flaws injured The Rising School, costing it $230,000 in AZ CSP grant funding for this 


year. Consequently, we ask the State Board of Education to reconsider TRS’s AZ CSP 


application this year. 


 


The following narrative supplies supporting evidence to the assertions above: 


 


1. The AZ CSP grant application process is not transparent.  
For example: 


 The AZ CSP webpage—www.azed.gov/charter-school-program—does not explain how 


and where to upload the completed AZ CSP application. 


 The AZ CSP webpage does not inform potential applicants that a separate Budget Page is 


required for application.  


 AZ CSP staff was not helpful regarding the Budget Page. On January 2, Dr. Rising 


contacted Dr. Mark Francis of AZ CSP by email and asked, “Is there any other important 
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information that we should be aware of?” Dr. Francis never mentioned the Budget Page. 


Instead, Dr. Francis replied, in part: “AZ CSP application training is closed.  You may 


apply but we are unable to provide further training assistance except for technical 


details.” Consequently, when given an opportunity, Dr. Francis did not inform TRS that a 


Budget Page was required for the application. Only when Dr. Rising in a later email 


asked directly for the required Budget page (which was unavailable and unmentioned on 


the AZ CSP webpage), did Dr. Francis send it to him. 


 AZ CSP offers only one orientation meeting for the grant process. However, nowhere 


does it state that the meeting is mandatory and that no further information or cooperation 


will be offered should you be unable to attend that meeting.  


 


2. Dr. Mark Francis of AZ CSP was unresponsive to questions. 


In an effort to increase transparency, Dr. Rising sent an email to Dr. Francis on March 29 with 


the following questions. Later, Dr. Francis sent the scored application but ignored the other nine 


(9) questions. 


 


Dr. Rising’s March 29 email read in its entirety: 


 


Dr. Francis, 


 


On behalf of The Rising School’s Board of Directors, I’m writing to ask for reconsideration of 


the denial of a AZ CSP grant to The Rising School. Please inform us of how to begin the process 


of contesting the denial of AZ CSP funds. 


 


As one of only two new charter schools in the Metro Tucson area -- a population of roughly a 


million people -- it is troubling not only that we did not receive a grant intended to assist new 


charters in their establishment, but also that we were given no explanation as to why we did not 


qualify. I'm confident you understand our confusion as well as our concern. 


 


In your letter dated March 25
th


, you invited me to contact your office with any questions 


regarding your decision to deny The Rising School AZ CSP funds. As you instructed, I emailed 


Ms. Sheri Partridge of your office on March 26 asking for information on why The Rising School 


was not awarded a grant. I have yet to hear back from Ms. Partridge—she never even 


acknowledged receipt of my email. Also on March 26, I emailed you directly, asking you to send 


me the scored application for The Rising School’s AZ CSP application. I have yet to receive that 


document. 


 


I appreciate your invitation in your March 25 letter to ask questions about the AZ CSP grant 


process and determination of awards. Answers to the following questions would shed light and 


add transparency to the process: 


 


 Which schools received AZ CSP grants this year? 


 Why were only 5 Round II grants awarded when 6 schools earned charters (following a very 


rigorous selection process) at the January 2013 ASBCS meeting? 


 What was the score of The Rising School’s AZ CSP application, both with and without the 


interview section? 
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 What were the scores of each of the schools that received grants, both with and without the 


interview section? 


 Why was the interview section—a highly subjective process—so heavily weighted in the AZ 


CSP scoring (35 of 100 points), particularly when this was the first year such a process was 


implemented? 


 Why was the budget template—a required element of the AZ CSP application—not accessible 


on the AZ CSP webpage? 


 Why was there no information on the AZ CSP webpage about how to submit the AZ CSP 


application? 


 How many schools that were unable to attend the November 5th, 2012, AZ CSP training 


receive AZ CSP grants? 


 If attending the November 2012 training was, in effect, mandatory, why didn’t you disclose 


this fact publicly? 


 Why are the answers to questions that could potentially affect successfully completing the 


grant application process not accessible via your webpage, when this is a public process 


involving public money? 


 


We would appreciate both the answers to these questions as well as the reconsideration of our 


application. Frankly, answers to these questions should be easily available to applicants and to 


the public on your webpage on the ADE website.  


 


If we could please receive a response to these basic questions by the end of next week, April 5, it 


would be greatly appreciated. 


 


Sincerely, 


George Rising, PhD 


The Rising School 


 


3. The AZ CSP scoring is far too heavily weighted on the subjective, interview portion of 


the application (35 of 100 points). 


At 35 points, the interview portion of the application is more than half the total of the written 


portion, which is 65 points. It is perplexing that the interview portion, which lasted less than 


three hours total and was graded subjectively, should be worth more than half as much as the 


written application, which was 85 single-spaced pages for TRS and which took months to 


research and write. 


 


The unusualness of this heavy weighting can be seen in comparison to the Arizona State Board 


for Charter Schools (ASBCS) charter-application process. Like the AZ CSP, the ASBCS 


instituted an interview portion of the application this year. Unlike the AZ CSP, however, 


ASBCS’s charter-application interview process asked specific, germane questions to clarify 


aspects of the written application. Moreover, there are no points attached to the ASBCS’s 


interview portion.  


 


By contrast, the AZ CSP “interview questions” have little or nothing to do with the written 


application. Instead, the so-called “interview” was, in fact, an ill-conceived, unclearly explained, 


and poorly executed “capacity” interview that has little real-world application. Hence, it gives 
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the State Board of Education little or no insight into a school leader's ability to effectively run a 


school. In sum, the fact that the Capacity Interview portion of the application is so heavily 


weighted in determining the allocation of hundreds of thousands of taxpayers’ dollars is more 


than troubling. 


 


Additionally, the heavy weighting of the interview portion of the application (35 of 100 points) 


leads to odd results. For example, four questions on the interview portion--b. 1) Ability to 


provide strengths and weaknesses”; “b.2) Ability to identify the level of demonstrated learning”; 


“c. 1) Ability to analyze root causes – 6 points” and “c. 2) Ability to design a next level learning 


task”-- are worth a total of 20 points. Thus, these four questions combined are worth twice as 


much as the entire Section B of the written application (which was 37 single-spaced pages in 


TRS's application), equally as much as the entire Section C in the written application (18 pages 


in TRS’s application), and equally as much as the entire Section D in the written application (13 


pages). Why would the AZ CSP grant rely relatively little on an objective, written portion of the 


application and so much on the subjective, interview portion? 


 


4. There are irregularities on the scoring criteria of the written portion of the AZ CSP 


grant. 


The AZ CSP score sheet for TRS (attached) describes the AZ CSP scoring, in part, as the 


following: “3 – Meets expectations – the application provides all of the requested elements.” 


Based on this criteria, one would expect that an average of 3.00 in every category would result in 


a successful grant application. In fact, however, an average of 3.00 in every category would lead 


to a score of only 75.00, far from a “perfect” 100. For example, TRS scored 3.00 or higher 19 of 


22 subcategories on the written portion of the application, including 9 scores of 4.00. Because of 


the unusual scoring system, however, TRS scored 80.3% (52.17 out of a possible 65.00).  


 


5. The scoring of the interview portion of TRS’s application is marred by irregularities.  


As noted above, TRS scored 80.3% on the written portion of the application; by contrast, it 


scored far lower, 45.7% (16.00/35), on the interview portion. Such a large divergence between 


different portions of the same application leads to troubling questions about the internal 


statistical validity of the process. 


 


The interview portion (worth 35 points) contained two sections: “A. Informational Interview – 5 


points” and “B. Capacity Interview – 30 points.” The Informational Interview provided only the 


following directions: 


1. Your background. 


2. The vision for your school. 


3. Questions from your application that will help us determine your capacity to open a high-


quality school. 


 


These are open-ended questions, which allow the interviewee broad latitude. TRS’s 


representative for the interview was Dr. Rising, who gave detailed answers that thoroughly 


addressed those questions. The answers were so thorough, in fact, that Dr. Francis cut Dr. Rising 


short and moved on to the Capacity Interview.  
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Yet, the AZ CSP graders scored the answer 2.00/5. It’s simply impossible to believe that Dr. 


Rising--who spent a year researching and writing a 300-page charter application about TRS and 


an 85-page AZ CSP application about TRS--would be unable to give a satisfactory summary of 


his background, his vision of the school that he is founding, and answers to questions about the 


AZ CSP grant application that he wrote. Furthermore, with each point being so precious, a 


2.00/5 score seems punitive. This score and result is so troubling that TRS requests that this 


portion of the interview be re-graded based on recordings of the interview (if such 


recordings exist). 


 


The second and last part of the Interview portion was the “Capacity Interview – 30 points.” This 


section requires the interviewee to observe two videos of teaching, and then evaluate the lessons. 


Considering all of the tasks that go into running a school—finance, accounting, educational law, 


human resources, facilities management, reporting to the Department of Education, educational 


philosophy, curriculum development, assessment development, community relations, etc.—it is 


shocking that 30 of 100 points of the AZ CSP application would be based on observing and 


commenting on two short teaching videos. 


 


TRS was represented in the Capacity Interview by George Rising, an expert in curriculum, 


instruction, coaching, and professionally developing teachers. Dr. Rising is an experienced 


educator. He holds a BA, MA, and PhD in history, and he was an award-winning teacher for 15 


years at the University of Arizona; St. Gregory College Prep, the best private school in Tucson; 


and BASIS Tucson, ranked as the #1 public school in America. Moreover, Dr. Rising has served 


in several administrative positions as Academic Director, Upper School Director, and the 


principal or Head of School at three schools, including BASIS Tucson, the best charter school in 


Arizona. As an administrator, Dr. Rising has performed countless teacher observations, 


evaluations, and coaching. Dr. Rising also is completing his M.Ed. in Educational Leadership. 


Two of his classes, Instruction Leadership and the Principalship, were devoted to observing, 


evaluating, coaching, and professionally developing teachers. Dr. Rising earned an “A” grade in 


each of these courses, which he took recently, in 2012. Clearly, Dr. Rising was well-prepared to 


observe and analyze lessons—these are tasks that he has researched and performed effectively 


for years. Indeed, Dr. Rising’s level of expertise in teaching, observing, coaching, and providing 


professional development for teachers exceeded those interviewing him, Dr. Francis and his 


associate, Jane Smoudi. 


 


The Capacity Interview was presumably designed to evaluate the interviewee’s ability to 


observe, analyze, and give suggestions for teaching lessons. Evaluating lessons is a well-


researched field, with leading scholars including Charlotte Danielson, Sally J. Zepeda, Grant 


Wiggins and Jay McTighe, and Robert Marzano. In addition, professionals typically use Bloom’s 


Taxonomy and Hunter’s Essential Elements of Instruction to judge the effectiveness of lesson 


instruction. However, the AZ CSP’s Capacity Interview did not seem to be informed much, if at 


all, by these leading scholars in the field of teacher observation. 


 


The Capacity Interview required eight tasks to be completed for two lessons, for a total of 


sixteen tasks: 


 Question a. 1) asked: “What tasks are students asked to perform in class? 


 Question a. 2) asked: “How do students respond to the tasks given to them?” 
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Combined, these questions were worth 2 points. 


 


Instructional coaches would agree on this focus on the activities of the student. Hence, this was a 


good, relevant question because it is one that an experienced instructional coach would focus on. 


Considering the importance of these questions, it is perplexing that these two questions were 


worth only 2 points total.  


 


As he has done many times as a school leader, Dr. Rising “scripted” each of the lessons, taking 


three single-spaced pages of notes for video 1 and four single-spaced pages of notes for video 2. 


Consequently, Dr. Rising gave thorough, accurate, detailed answers for a. 1) and a. 2). TRS 


earned a total 2.00/2 for these two questions. 


 


 Question b. 1) asked “Identify strengths and weaknesses supported by descriptive evidences 


observed in instructional videos.”  


 


This is an excellent, relevant question because analyzing a lesson’s strengths and weaknesses is 


the core task of what instructional coaches do. Dr. Rising has performed these tasks innumerable 


times as an instructional leader. Therefore, it is not surprising that, for video 1, Dr. Rising 


observed, recorded, and expressed 7 separate strengths and 4 significant weaknesses of the 


lesson (see Dr. Rising’s attached notes for details). For video 2, Dr. Rising observed, recorded, 


and expressed 15 strengths for the lesson and 3 significant weaknesses (see Dr. Rising’s attached 


notes for details). TRS earned 6.00/6 for this answer. 


  


 Question b. 2) asked “Identify the level of demonstrated learning (Ref: Six ways of 


demonstrated learning).” 


 


According to Dr. Rising’s notes, he concluded that the level of demonstrated learning in the 


English-teaching video was “Level 1: Find a fact in a text in response to a question.” However, 


Dr. Rising also told the interviewers that he observed the teacher acted in the video as if she 


assumed that the students were, as they discussed the text, performing “Level 3: Remember a 


procedure that someone else has taught you and apply it accurately and fluently.” Yet, Dr. Rising 


noted, that despite this implicit understanding, he judged that this was not a “demonstrated level 


of learning,” so he viewed the lesson as at Level 1. For the math-teaching video, Dr. Rising’s 


notes show that he told the interviewers that he observed students as performing at “Level 3: 


Remember a procedure that someone else has taught you and apply it accurately and fluently”; 


for example, Dr. Rising observed the students multiplying binomials, and later in the video, the 


teacher said that she was happy that she observed students correctly multiplying binomials, a 


skill that she had previously taught them. Since Dr. Rising supplied several specific examples of 


evidence from his observation to support his conclusion, it seems strange that his answers were 


scored only 2.00/4.  


 


Observation of teachers is more of an art than a science. Experts in the field (a group that 


includes Dr. Rising) can—and often do--disagree about where to place “levels of learning” in a 


given lesson. This commonplace ambiguity of interpretation of teacher observations 


reinforces the point that the Capacity Interview portion of the AZ CSP application was 


much too heavily weighted. (As an aside, it’s curious that AZ CSP used “levels of learning” 
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rather than the far more common classification used by instructional experts, Bloom’s 


Taxonomy.) 


 


 Question c. 1) asked: “Identify root causes related to identified areas of improvement 


(Problem of Practice).” 


 


The term “root causes” is highly ambiguous, indeed nonsensical, without context. Without 


context, for example, we can’t say if the “root cause” of the problem of practice was the 


teacher’s lack of education, her lack of professional training, or her personal aversion to certain 


pedagogical methods. Unfortunately, Dr. Francis and AZ CSP refused to supply any context 


or explanation for the ambiguous phrase “root causes.” This is all the more troubling 


because this question was so heavily weighted: 6 points.  


 


Thus, Dr. Rising had to answer a highly ambiguous question with no context. According to Dr. 


Rising’s notes for his observation of the English-teaching video, he identified the root cause as 


the teacher not planning cognitively demanding tasks for her students. As evidence, Dr. Rising 


reviewed his analysis of the lesson, pointing out that students were asked to perform tasks at 


Level 1; there was no clear student learning objective aligned to a state standard identified by the 


teacher; and the teacher presented no standard of what was the level of expectation for mastery 


required for students. During the lesson, Dr. Rising observed, the teacher did not rigorously 


assess whether the students had mastered what the teacher had asked the students to accomplish. 


Consequently, a lack of proper assessment of appropriate learning objectives at a high level was 


the “problem of practice.” According to Dr. Rising’s notes for his observation of the math-


teaching video, he again identified the root cause as the lack of cognitively demanding tasks for 


her students. As evidence, Dr. Rising pointed out that the teacher expressed no clear student 


learning objective aligned to a state standard, and no standard of what was the level of 


expectation of mastery required for students. The teacher did not rigorously assess whether the 


students had mastered the learning objective. The teacher did not give individual assessments, 


only a group assessment, and it was not graded by the teacher. Consequently, a lack of proper 


assessment of appropriate learning objectives was the problem of practice. 


 


Somehow, Dr. Rising’s detailed, supportable answer to a highly ambiguous question was 


scored 0.00/6. An objective observer would think that any supportable answer of a vague “root 


cause” question would score higher than 0. Again, the commonplace ambiguity of interpretation 


of teacher observations reinforces the point that the so-called Capacity Interview portion of the 


AZ CSP application was much too heavily weighted.  


 


 Question c. 2) asked: “Design a task of next level learning (Ref: Six ways of demonstrating 


learning)” 


 


According to Dr. Rising’s notes, he reviewed his answers to b. 2) “Identify the level of 


demonstrated learning” in order to answer this question “design a task of next level of learning.” 


He concluded that the level of demonstrated learning in the English-teaching video was “Level 1: 


Find a fact in a text in response to a question.” However, Dr. Rising also told the interviewers 


that he observed the teacher acted in the video as if she assumed that the students were, as they 


discussed the text, performing “Level 3: Remember a procedure that someone else has taught 
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you and apply it accurately and fluently.” Yet, Dr. Rising noted, that despite this implicit 


understanding, he judged that this was not a “demonstrated level of learning,” so he viewed the 


lesson as at Level 1. Dr. Rising proposed the following next level of learning (“Level 2: 


Remember something someone has told you and repeat it”): In discussion, listen to a teammate’s 


description of an episode in the book—and then repeat it. The teacher will take notes, listening to 


both students in turn, and then grade the second student’s mastery based on a listening/speaking 


rubric. Noting that it was possible for some observers to view the lesson as Level 3, Dr. Rising 


designed a task of next level learning (“Level 4: Choose a procedure from among a number you 


have learned, apply it accurately and fluently, explain why chose it [sic], and why it might be 


better than another”). Dr. Rising stated: Student will write own questions (with answers) for 


other students to answer. Student will explain why the student chose those questions and why 


they are important. Teacher grades students’ work with a rubric that is given beforehand to 


students. 


 


For the math-teaching video, Dr. Rising’s notes show that he told the interviewers that observed 


students were performing at “Level 3: Remember a procedure that someone else has taught you 


and apply it accurately and fluently”; for example, Dr. Rising observed the students multiplying 


binomials, and later in the video, the teacher said that she was happy that she observed students 


correctly multiplying binomials, a skill that she had previously taught them. Dr. Rising designed 


a task of next level learning (“Level 4: Choose a procedure from among a number you have 


learned, apply it accurately and fluently, explain why chose it [sic], and why it might be better 


than another”).  Dr. Rising stated: Student will be given several categories of algebraic equations 


(binomial, polynomial, quadratic, etc.). Student will be given several equations. Student will 


have to label the equation properly and complete the equation correctly. Student will have to 


explain why he/she chose the equation label. Teacher will grade student’s explanation and 


his/her math.  


 


Despite these thorough, well-argued answers, TRS was scored 0.00/4 for c. 2). Again, the 


commonplace ambiguity of interpretation of teacher observations reinforces the point that 


the so-called Capacity Interview portion of the AZ CSP application was much too heavily 


weighted.  
 


 Question c. 3) asked “Offer opportunities to the teacher for further improvement (please note: 


this wording differs from the scoring sheet, which states: “c. 3) “Ability to engage the teacher 


for further improvement”). 


 


This was a good question because school leaders and instructional coaches work with teachers in 


this manner every day. Dr. Rising has met with teachers countless times over the years. 


However, the presentation of this part of the interview was ill-conceived and awkward: Jane 


Smoudi of AZ CSP playacted as a teacher as Dr. Rising worked with her. First, Ms. Smoudi 


acted as the English teacher in video 1. Dr. Rising began by reviewing each of the strengths and 


weaknesses in video 1. He detailed 7 separate strengths and 4 significant weaknesses of the 


lesson (see Dr. Rising’s attached notes for details). He asked her questions about why she chose 


certain instructional tactics. Finally, he gave several specific suggestions: have students explain 


the lesson to her to demonstrate understanding; use cold calling of students to enable them to 


demonstrate understanding; give clear learning objectives aligned to state standards; give 
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assessments of those learning objectives that are specific, rigorous, and measurable; and avoid 


asking students personal questions in front of other students. He also suggested several sources 


for professional development on these issues, which he detailed later in answering c. 4). 


 


For video 2, Dr. Rising observed, recorded, and expressed 15 strengths for the lesson and 3 


significant weaknesses (see Dr. Rising’s attached notes for details). He also gave suggestions for 


improving weaknesses that focused on more rigorous, individual, and standards-aligned 


assessments of the lesson’s learning objective. He also suggested several sources for professional 


development on these issues, which he detailed later in answering c. 4). At this point, Dr. 


Francis cut short the interview, so Dr. Rising was not able to simulate a principal-teacher 


conference with Ms. Smoudi for video 2. Despite these thorough, evidence-supported 


answers by Dr. Rising, TRS was given 0.00/2 for c. 3). 


 


 Question c. 4) asked: “Develop an action plan (Theory of action [sic]) for school-wide 


further improvement. 


 


Although time was running short, Dr. Rising presented a detailed action for plan for improving 


instructional practice. The key gaps Dr. Rising noted in the two instructional videos were lack of 


clear learning objectives aligned with state standards, a focus on lower-level student learning, 


and a lack of assessments that accurately judged mastery of learning objectives. Dr. Rising’s 


action plan called for school-wide professional development for all teachers. In it, teachers 


would be trained in explaining lessons, putting forth clear learning objectives aligned to state 


standards; developing assessments that accurately evaluate learning objectives; developing 


methods for checking student understanding; improving how to connect class material to 


students’ lives without offending students; and effectively teaching and assessing group work. 


Teachers will observe instructional videos and other exemplary teachers. Teachers will work 


with one another on these issues in Professional Learning Communities that meet regularly. 


Teachers will have training on these issues from research-based sources, including Wiggins and 


McTighe’s Understanding By Design, Marzona’s Essential 9, Hunter’s Essential Elements of 


Instruction, Uncommon School’s Teach Like a Champion, an Marzano’s work on assessment. 


The principal and other instructional leaders would oversee this cycle of evaluation, coaching, 


professional development, and evaluation using Danielson’s Framework for Teaching and 


Zepeda’s Instructional Supervision. 


 


Despite this thorough, research-based answer, TRS was scored 2.00/6 on c. 4). 


 


In sum, for section c (c.1-c.4), TRS was scored 2.00/18. It seems incredible that a 


professional educator and administrator with Dr. Rising's experience could receive such a 


low score on a fair evaluation.  
 


Also troubling were Dr. Francis’s remarks at the end of the interview. When Dr. Rising 


mentioned in passing that he thought the Capacity Interview was strange, Dr. Francis replied 


that the main reason for the interview was for AZ CSP to ascertain if the person who wrote 


the AZ grant application was the same person who’d be running the school. Dr. Francis 


mentioned that AZ CSP had been “burned” in the past by schools that had employed a 


grant writer. Based on Dr. Francis’s statement, it is curious that Dr. Rising, who wrote both 
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TRS's charter application and AZ CSP application, who performed the interview, and who will 


be our founding principal, should be scored so low by Dr. Francis on the interview portion of the 


application. 


 


In closing, we are deeply troubled by the AZ CSP application process, especially the weighting, 


construction, and scoring of the interview portion of the application. We therefore request a 


review of the interview portion of our application and a reconsideration of awarding TRS an AZ 


CSP grant for the 2013-2014 school year. 


 


Sincerely, 


 


The Rising School’s Board of Directors 


 


 


Gregory J. Berger, J.D.  Rosie Garcia, M.Ed.  George G. Rising, Ph.D. 
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Arizona State Board for Charter Schools 


P.O. Box 18328 


Phoenix, AZ 85009 


CC: Ms. DeAnna Rowe, ASBCS Executive Director 


 


Dear Arizona State Board for Charter Schools: 


 


As the Authorized Charter Representative of The Rising School (TRS), I am writing to request a 


Good Cause Extension of the opening of our school to August 4, 2014. We understand that this 


is a one-time extension. We believe that we have good cause to extend the opening of our school, 


and we thank you in advance for considering the following information in support of our request. 


 


TRS was chartered by the ASBCS on January 22, 2013. A week later, TRS submitted its 


application for an Arizona Charter School Program (AZ CSP) grant, which would enable the 


school to take a planning year from April 2013 through July 2014, opening on August 4, 2014. 


However, on March 25, 2013, TRS’s application for an AZ CSP grant was denied. There were 


irregularities in the grant process, so TRS appealed the denial of the grant. This appeal process 


eventually took six months to resolve. In the meantime, on April 8, TRS’s Governing Board met 


to discuss the situation, eventually concluding that a planning year without an AZ CSP grant was 


unwise. Consequently, the TRS Board voted to move aggressively to open in August 2013, with 


the one change that the school would plan to start with 50 students rather than 100 and in a 


correspondingly smaller facility. 


 


TRS immediately instructed its real-estate agent to assertively search for facilities. After touring 


several sites, TRS found a seemingly excellent building: it was the right size (just over 3,000 


square feet) and was in a complex with three other vacant buildings totaling another 12,000 


square feet, which would enable the school to easily increase enrollment in the ensuing years. 


Furthermore, the landlord granted $60,000 in tenant improvements to redesign the building and 


to bring it up to E-occupancy code. The landlord assured us that he was experienced in these 


matters and that this $60,000 would cover all costs, including architectural design to our 


specifications, demolition of the interior, and build out of our design. Additionally, the facility 


was located directly across the street from Townsend Middle School, a Tucson Unified school 


that was being closed, so its students may have been looking for a new neighborhood school. 


Within two weeks of searching for a facility, on April 12, TRS signed a lease for the building. 


 


With a facility secured, TRS inaugurated a recruiting blitz for students. TRS Board members, 


friends, community members, and six paid canvassers went door-to-door to houses, apartments, 


and businesses in the community on a daily basis. The school also used targeted direct mail, 







signs, and community meetings to market the school to neighborhood parents and students. In 


seven weeks, TRS enrolled 14 students and had six others who said that they planned to attend 


the school; these 20 recruited students represented an average of 3 students recruited per week. 


During this period, moreover, TRS also put up ads for faculty, interviewed dozens of candidates, 


and eventually hired four excellent teachers. 


 


By May 22, TRS had completed all of its requirements outlined in its charter-acceptance letter. 


On that date, I signed the charter contract with ASBCS Executive Director DeAnna Rowe. Ms. 


Rowe advised me that, if the school decided not to open in August, we should make the decision 


sooner rather than later; it proved to be wise counsel. 


 


In early June, the landlord informed TRS that the tenant improvements would cost $150,000, 


$90,000 more than the $60,000 allowance that TRS had been given. Furthermore, future tenant 


improvements for the three adjacent buildings would cost another $600,000, for a total of 


$750,000. Thus, the cost was prohibitive, far above the budgeted amount. Although the landlord 


was contractually obligated to pay 80% of the overrun for the first 3,000 square feet of space 


(TRS’s portion was 20%), the landlord would not commit to giving any allowance to cover the 


projected $600,000 worth of future tenant-improvement expenses for the rest of the space.  


 


Additionally, with just 14 solid commitments from students, the school would need to recruit 


another 36 students over the next eight weeks. While this was certainly possible, it was risky. 


 


Consequently, on June 13, TRS’s Governing Board voted to shut the operation down and to open 


in 2014 rather than 2013. The Board also voted to begin negotiating a termination of the lease 


(the negotiations eventually concluded with an agreement in September). This decision allowed 


two months for students to find another school and for teachers to find other employment. 


 


On September 25, after six months, the Arizona State Board of Education ruled in TRS’s favor, 


thereby granting TRS an AZ CSP grant for $230,000 for FY 2014, with a possible two-year 


renewal, for a total of $690,000. This ruling enabled TRS to continue its planning year to prepare 


for opening in August 2014. TRS hired a Principal and Office Manager, and it is in negotiations 


to lease a turnkey-ready facility, which housed a school from 1998-2013, located at 1 W. Orange 


Grove Road in Tucson. 


 


In closing, we appreciate ASBCS’s consideration of our Good Cause Extension to open our 


school in August 2014. We believe we have good reasons for this extension. Our Governing 


Board and I continue to be excited about the school's opening and future success. We wish to 


assure you that we are making all efforts toward a strong launch next fall. If you have any 


questions or require further information to process this request, please do not hesitate to contact 


me at George.Rising@Risingschool.org or at (520) 272-8541. Thanks very much! 


 


Sincerely, 


 


George G. Rising, PhD 


Authorized Charter Representative 


The Rising School 








Completion Date Begun? Finalized? Responsible Party Action Step


8/1/2011 Yes Yes Co-founders  Use experience in education, business, and marketing to found the school


1/1/2012 Yes Yes Co-founders Contract with attorney to represent RSI and TRS


1/1/2012 Yes Yes Co-founders Start Facebook page for school


1/1/2012 Yes Yes Co-founder (and CEO/Principal) Start Blog focusing on education


1/1/2012 Yes Yes Co-founders Join Arizona Charter Schools Association


1/17/2012 Yes Yes Co-founders with contracted attorney Incorporate Rising Schools Inc. with AZ Corporation Commission


1/17/2012 Yes Yes Co-founders with contracted attorney Register trade names "Rising Schools, Inc." and "The Rising School" with AZ Secretary of State


1/26/2012 Yes Yes Co-founders Complete mission statement 


2/1/2012 Yes Yes Co-founders Obtain bank account for RSI/TRS


2/8/2012 Yes Yes Co-founders Obtain Employer Identification Number


2/22/2012 Yes Yes Co-founders with contracted marketer Complete template for newsletter


3/1/2012 Yes Yes Co-founders with contracted advertisers Complete marketing materials


4/7/2012 Yes Yes Co-founders and volunteers Put on a community event to publicize school to neighborhood


5/1/2012 Yes Yes Co-founders Complete ACSA Charter Starter training program, January-May 2012


5/14/2012 Yes Yes Co-founders Recruit strong Governing Board with backgrounds in education and law


5/14/2012 Yes Yes Governing Board with contracted attorney Complete Governing Board Policy


5/14/2012 Yes Yes Governing Board with contracted attorney Complete RSI corporate Bylaws


5/14/2012 Yes Yes Board President with contracted attorney Complete a Board primer on AZ open meeting law 


5/14/2012 Yes Yes Board President with contracted attorney Ensure all board policies are complete


5/14/2012 Yes Yes Board President Complete one pager on all legal requirements re: fingerprinting 


5/14/2012 Yes Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Create communication mechanisms for between board(s) and leadership


5/14/2012 Yes Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


5/15/2012 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Familiarize with AZ Charter School law 


6/30/2012 Yes Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Complete academic, financial, organizational, and management goals for ASBCS charter application


6/30/2012 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Identify SPED contracted vendors and get price quotes 


6/30/2012 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Research and determine staff benefits plan; incorporate into budget and personnel section of charter application


6/30/2012 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Solicit price quotes from vendors for ASBCS charter application


6/30/2012 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with Governing Board Complete draft startup and three-year operational budgets for ASBCS charter application


6/30/2012 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Understand all revenue streams – Per Pupil Funds, Special Education funds, PCSP, IDEA, Titles I-V and all other streams 


6/30/2012 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Develop and complete background check procedure (identify how to track fingerprint clearance cards)


6/30/2012 Yes Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Set/refine academic, schoolwide goals, accountability plan  


6/30/2012 Yes Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Refine student application process timeline (application due date, lottery date)


6/30/2012 Yes Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Finalize daily schedule


1/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with contracted attorney Identify what is included in ACC annual report--identify due dates and identify where information is found


1/14/2013 Yes Yes Board President Attend Arizona State Board for Charter Schools Meeting to hear approval of charter


1/28/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with Governing Board Complete AZCSP grant


1/29/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with Governing Board Submit AZ CSP grant application


2/21/2013 Yes Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


2/28/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with Governing Board Obtain DUNS number for federal grants


4/1/2013 Yes Yes Governing Board Hire an experienced school leader with strong credentials (including SEI) to serve as CEO of RSI and principal of TRS


4/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Begin searching for facility for school consistent with specifications in application 


4/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Finalize instructional and non-instructional staff recruiting strategy and timeline (ensure process complies with ADA and section 504)


4/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with Governing Board Refine timeline for facility acquisition and improvements


4/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with Governing Board Begin identifying community events that Board Members should attend 


4/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Finalize system to ensure school has all current parent phone numbers


4/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Complete volunteer pack for volunteer canvassing (hand out materials, talking points, what to do if something goes wrong) 


4/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Finalize all documents needed for teacher hiring (e.g. application, offer letter, etc.)


4/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Finalize SPED identification process; Survey families to identify students with IEPs at family orientation


4/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Finalize student application form and parent/guardian authorization for transfer of student records


4/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Set up school email addresses


4/3/2013 Yes Yes CEO with contracted business coach/consultant Attend Strategic Planning meeting


4/10/2013 Yes Yes CEO with contracted business coach/consultant Attend Strategic Planning meeting


4/11/2013 Yes Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


4/12/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with contracted web designer Launch website for TRS


4/12/2013 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted inspector Conduct preliminary architectural review and assessment of facility/property including ADA requirements


4/15/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with contracted logo designer Develop and finalize logo for TRS


4/15/2013 Yes CEO/Principal with facility landlord Identify correct City contacts to answer questions re: occupancy/permits/zoning 


4/17/2013 Yes Yes CEO with contracted business coach/consultant Attend Strategic Planning meeting


4/24/2013 Yes Yes CEO with contracted business coach/consultant Attend Strategic Planning meeting


4/25/2013 Yes Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


4/28/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Start Twitter account


5/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO with contracted business coach/consultant Attend Strategic Planning meeting


5/1/2013 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted advertisers and volunteers Start student recruitment campaign


5/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with contracted marketer Develop press distribution list







5/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Set up credit card for school leader


5/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Contract with accounting/financial advising firm experienced in charter-school finance


5/1/2013 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted marketer Finalize community outreach strategy 


5/8/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with contracted marketer & mailer Finalize direct mailer and mail it


5/13/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with contracted marketer Finalize press release template 


5/16/2013 Yes Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


5/24/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with contracted accountant Obtain CTDS number for RSI


5/24/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with contracted accountant Obtain Entity number for RSI


5/24/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with contracted accountant Obtain CTDS number for TRS


5/24/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with contracted accountant Obtain Entity number for TRS


6/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with contracted accountant Select accounting software


6/8/2013 Yes Yes Stakeholders with volunteers Host community event to publicize school to neighborhood


6/12/2013 Yes Yes CEO with contracted business coach/consultant Attend Strategic Planning meeting


6/12/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with contracted marketer Design and order t-shirts with school logo


6/13/2013 Yes Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


6/30/2013 Yes CEO/Principal Identify and complete a demographic study of targeted area/feasibility analysis 


7/12/2013 Yes Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


7/28/2013 Yes Yes Co-founders and Governing Board Complete recruitment of a strong 5-member Governing Board with backgrounds in education, law, business, and finance


8/1/2013 Yes Yes Board President with contracted attorney Ensure all board members are listed on ACC page 


8/29/2013 Yes Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


9/26/2013 Yes Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


10/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Begin recruiting a skilled, experienced Office Manager by writing and posting ads for the position


10/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Begin searching for temporary administration office space, for November 2013 through June 2014


10/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Begin looking for new Real Estate Agent to search for suitable school facility


10/28/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Finalize system for grant management


10/28/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Examine resumes/references and interview Office Manager candidates


10/28/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Hire an Office Manager with demonstrated successful experience as an Office Manager


10/31/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Tour potential office spaces


10/31/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Contract an experienced Real Estate Agent


11/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Sign lease for temporary office space


11/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with Office Manager Complete a list as to what needs to be accomplished by first day of school


11/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with Office Manger & contracted accountant Complete payroll system 


11/1/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted accountant Establish direct deposit 


11/4/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Compile master list of statutory, regulatory, contractual, and other requirements and timeframes/deadlines re: state/federal compliance


11/6/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal & Office Manager with contracted business coach Attend Strategic Planning meeting


11/6/2013 Yes Yes CEO/Principal Complete and submit Good Cause Extension application to ASBCS


11/8/2013 Yes CEO/Principal Begin touring potential school facilities based on search results by Real Estate Agent Gary Best


11/14/2013 Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


12/1/2013 Yes CEO/Principal, Governing Board, Office Manager Identify additional areas of personal professional development 


12/1/2013 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted marketer Refine social media plan 


12/4/2013 CEO/Principal & Office Manager with contracted business coach Attend Strategic Planning meeting


12/13/2013 Governing Board, coordinated by Board President Governing Board attends two-day training by the Arizona State Board Association 


1/1/2014 CEO/Principal Obtain written agreement for the lease of a suitable school facility meeting TRS's requirements


1/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted advertising Begin marketing school to school's neighborhood


1/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal Finalize plan to visit high performing charter schools (in AZ and nationally)


1/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted marketer Finalize list of business and non-profit leaders to contact


1/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal Identify key community organizations in targeted area and begin to develop relationships 


1/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal Determine likelihood of eligibility for F&RP federal meals program (based on target community and anticipated student population)


1/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal Finalize action plan and timetable for student recruitment


1/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal Finalize enrollment benchmarks 


1/1/2014 Yes Governing Board, coordinated by Board President Complete new board member manual (includes bylaws, policies, information re: school, etc.)


1/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal Identify external auditor and develop audit preparation process


1/1/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted advertising Implement student recruitment plan (i.e. hold monthly parent information sessions, community canvassing, etc.) 


1/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Office Manager Refine and further develop plan for student recruitment (Finalize all tracking systems, etc.).


1/1/2014 CEO/Principal Refine Q&A and fact sheets on school design, educational program, and goals to distribute to parents, students and community members 


1/1/2014 Yes Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Finalize student enrollment kit/packet


1/1/2014 Yes Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Finalize policies and procedures for retention of records, confidentiality policy for student records and filing system safeguards


1/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager Draft parent/student contract 


1/1/2014 CEO/Principal Negotiate terms of lease or purchase agreement to be signed upon approval


1/1/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted contractors/architect Estimate cost of improvements and annual lease payments (via preliminary negotiations with owner)


1/1/2014 Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Finalize annual board calendar (when annual meeting is, budget approval, ED evaluation) 


1/1/2014 Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Set a standard time for board meetings and prepare template for governing board agendas


1/1/2014 Yes Governing Board, coordinated by Board President Complete and distribute Board manual to all current and new members.  


1/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Purchase and install student information system 


1/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Distribute forms to determine eligibility for USDA Free/Reduced Price Meals Program (include in enrollment packet)







1/1/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted contractors/architect Develop and install school signage


1/8/2014 CEO/Principal & Office Manager with contracted business coach Attend Strategic Planning meeting


1/15/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted contractors/architect Once site is confirmed, develop a space usage plan after initial walk-through


1/15/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted contractors/architect Detail facility rehabilitation work 


1/15/2014 CEO/Principal Determine traffic pattern for dropping off and picking up students


1/15/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Explore and confirm public transportation options for potential school location


1/30/2014 Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


1/31/2014 Yes Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal & contracted accountant Furnish each employee with completed Form W-2 and/or Form 1099


2/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted accountant Complete e-rate discount program application


2/1/2014 Governing Board, coordinated by Board President TRS’s leaders will  be trained in ISLLC standards for school leaders 


2/1/2014 Yes Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal & contracted accountant Research Student Information Systems


2/1/2014 Yes Governing Board with CEO/Principal Finalize school leader and Board evaluation tool 


2/1/2014 CEO/Principal Refine student recruitment plans & identify partners for student enrollment 


2/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Office Manager Finalize student and family handbook


2/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager Finalize a primer for families on academic program (including assessments, schedule, etc.). 


2/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal Determine vendor for computer and other technology purchase


2/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Complete non-profit mailing status with post office & identify other discounts we can receive as a result of our status. 


2/1/2014 CEO/Principal Identify project manager for facility, if improvements or construction is needed 


2/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal Refine list of key organizations to target student recruitment 


2/12/2014 CEO/Principal & Office Manager with contracted business coach Attend Strategic Planning meeting


2/27/2014 Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


2/28/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted accountant File Form A-1R with AZ Dept. of Revenue


3/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal Begin recruiting skilled teachers by writing and posting ads 


3/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted attorney Finalize school specific personnel policies, procedures, and handbook


3/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted curriculum consultant Finalize template for Personalized Learning Plan for students


3/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted attorney Finalize all employee hiring forms (e.g. "at will" employment agreement)  and insert applicable legal language


3/1/2014 CEO/Principal Finalize formal criteria and process for evaluating staff


3/1/2014 CEO/Principal Finalize job descriptions for all instructional and non-instructional positions


3/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted attorney Finalize employee handbook 


3/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted attorney Finalize expulsion and suspension policy 


3/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager Develop and complete list of potential volunteer needs/opportunities


3/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Office Manager Finalize report card system (grading scale, software, document, upload of information and distribution)


3/1/2014 Yes Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Determine attendance tracking system, process


3/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Office Manager Select SPED contracted vendors and set-up contracts 


3/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Office Manager Identify/Interview contracted food service provider


3/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted accountant Refine internal controls and number of check signers required


3/5/2014 CEO/Principal & Office Manager with contracted business coach Attend Strategic Planning meeting


3/27/2014 Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


3/31/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted accountant File Form 1096 and Copy A of 1099s with IRS


4/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted accountant Identify and complete list of all reports that need to be filed for facility readiness (e.g. ADA compliance, Certificate of Occupancy)


4/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal Finalize compensation plan, salary structures, benefits package, retirement, insurance


4/1/2014 CEO/Principal Place staff applicant information kit on school website


4/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Encourage any prospective staff to begin process to get fingerprint clearance card


4/1/2014 Yes Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Finalize staff benefit option and finalize one-pager identifying benefits and insurance options


4/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Set up onboarding processes for new employees (compliance, payroll, IT, etc.)


4/1/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted contractors/architect Obtain Certificate of Occupancy


4/1/2014 Yes Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Research and identify vendors for supplies, furniture, equipment, etc. (update from application)


4/2/2014 CEO/Principal & Office Manager with contracted business coach Attend Strategic Planning meeting


4/24/2014 Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


4/30/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted accountant Submit IRS Form 941 to IRS (quarterly: April 30, July 31, October 31, January 31)


4/30/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted accountant Submit state income tax withholdings to AZ Dept. of Revenue (quarterly: April 30, July 31, October 31, January 31)


4/30/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted accountant Submit Form A1-QRT to AZ Dept. of Revenue (quarterly: April 30, July 31, October 31, January 31)


5/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Prepare materials for family orientation


5/1/2014 CEO/Principal Hire "Highly Qualified" teachers with extensive academic background and demonstrated success as teachers


5/1/2014 Yes Governing Board Based on ISLLC criteria, each Board member evaluates the Board as a whole


5/1/2014 Yes Governing Board Based on ISLLC criteria, each Board member evaluates his/herself as a Board member


5/1/2014 Yes Governing Board Based on ISLLC criteria, each Board member evaluates the CEO/Principal


5/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal Finalize student graduation and promotion policies


5/1/2014 CEO/Principal Identify possible contracted medical personnel to be used at school


5/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager Research and draft sample press statements re: possible school crises, academic accomplishments, awards, etc. 


5/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted curriculum consultant Identify technology needs based on instructional and operational plan


5/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal Identify individuals (possibly including newly hired teachers) to serve as contracted curriculum consultant and contracted instructional consultant


5/1/2014 CEO/Principal Identify a newly hired teachers to serve as Instructional Leader


5/1/2014 Yes Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Determine standards and policies for food program


5/1/2014 CEO/Principal Identify location in school facility for food serving by contracted caterer







5/1/2014 CEO/Principal Screen applicants, including checking references, and prepare list of potential individuals per position to interview


5/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Order and manage delivery of any capitalized assets


5/1/2014 CEO/Principal Finalize overall facility security and safety plan, including a safety review process


5/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Line up electrician, plumber, tech person to call in case of an emergency 


5/1/2014 CEO/Principal Assess additional faculty/staff needs


5/7/2014 CEO/Principal & Office Manager with contracted business coach Attend Strategic Planning meeting


5/15/2014 Governing Board, coordinated by Board President Identify additional areas of training for the board based on gaps in knowledge


5/29/2014 Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


5/31/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted accountant Submit Form UC-1018 and Unemployment Compensation Fund to AZ Dept. of Economic Security (quarterly: May 31, Aug 31, Nov 30, Feb 28)


6/1/2014 Yes Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Identify, interview, and contract with caterer for student lunches


6/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal Write and post ads for office assistant and tutors


6/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted curriculum consultant Identify tools/technology used for assessment


6/1/2014 CEO/Principal Post ads for after-school program staffing


6/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal Allocate funds for teacher salaries/stipends to cover training


6/1/2014 Yes Governing Board, coordinated by Board President Schedule and hold annual Board retreat


6/1/2014 Office Manager Request transfer of student records


6/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader Select and assign summer reading for incoming staff


6/4/2014 CEO/Principal & Office Manager with contracted business coach Attend Strategic Planning meeting


6/6/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager Host family orientation event


6/6/2014 Yes Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Obtain and administer home language survey at family orientation


6/26/2014 Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


6/30/2014 Governing Board, coordinated by Board President Governing Board attends two-day training retreat


6/30/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted instruction consultant Write Curriculum and Instruction Handbook


6/30/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted curriculum consultant Research and Purchase Curriculum aligned with College and Career Readiness Standards (Common Core Standards + 2010 Arizona Additions)


6/30/2014 CEO/Principal Attend ADE's SPED training for newly chartered schools


6/30/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted accountant Prepare and retain list of liabilities for goods received before June 30 and paid after June 30


6/30/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted accountant Take physical inventory of furniture, equipment, and vehicles and reconcile it to the capital-assets list


6/30/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted assessment consultant Determine required standardized, baseline, and interim assessments 


6/30/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted assessment consultant Finalize external and interim assessment schedules/timing, based on intended use of results 


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted curriculum consultant Determine supplemental curriculum needs/textbook needs 


7/1/2014 Yes Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Finalize one pager describing staff benefits 


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal Hire office assistant and tutors


7/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader Finalize process to review instructional materials (e.g. weekly collection of lesson plans)


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager Finalize school safety manual and emergency procedures handbook as well as key contact phone numbers


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader Finalize substitute teacher plan for class coverage


7/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Finalize system to administer medication/health services to students & identify what all staff members are allowed to administer


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager Finalize schedule for student orientation(s)


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader Finalize all forms needed to perform teacher observations and peer-to-peer observations 


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader Finalize a plan to gather baseline student data


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted assessment consultant Draft all diagnostic, EOY and interim assessments; or identify available assessments that full meet needs


7/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted assessment consultant Determine final schedule for internal and external testing


7/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader Finalize action plan process for analyzing data and modifying instruction


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted SPED consultant Ensure IEP training in teacher induction training


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader Identify any pre-work that new staff hires should complete before summer staff PD 


7/1/2014 Yes Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Finalize organizational structure and process for lottery (Identify who, what, where, when)


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader Finalize field trip policies, process, protocols


7/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Finalize parent volunteer forms 


7/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal Write press release for first day of school 


7/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Finalize process to request student records as needed


7/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader Articulate alignment of Common Core with any purchased curriculum 


7/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with input from all staff Finalize explicit method for instilling a planned school culture, including behavior system and expectations for students and faculty


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader Prepare all powerpoints, materials and plan for summer staff professional development


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal Integrate school behavior expectations, policies, and discipline training into induction and training plans


7/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader Research best practices regarding professional training 


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal Determine resources needed for staff induction and site training; Finalize a schedule for induction and site training


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal Finalize professional development schedule 


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal Restraint training for summer PD for staff 


7/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Finalize plan for maintaining adequate inventory of first aid supplies


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Governing Board Confirm or revise total Y1 and Y2 fundraising needs


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted accountant Finalize actual Y1 cash flow and 5-year operating budget for internal management and Board approval


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted accountant Define process for student billing and collection


7/1/2014 Governing Board Board votes on policy manual, HR manual and school safety manual 


7/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader Draft lesson-plan template 


7/1/2014 Yes Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Negotiate and execute contracts with service providers


7/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Order and manage delivery of classroom furniture, equipment, technology 







7/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Order and manage delivery of non-instructional furniture, fixtures, and equipment


7/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Order and manage delivery of office and non-instructional program supplies


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager contracted vendor Purchase and install phone and internet connections


7/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted curriculum consultant Finalize scope and sequence for each subject 


7/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with contracted SPED consultant Finalize guidelines (in compliance with IDEA, 504, and state/federal mandates) for SPED, ELL, and homeless students


7/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Schedule fire drills and establish evacuation routes and procedures - Finalize one pager that goes outside every classroom 


7/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Reserve space for summer PD if school building is not ready


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted vendor Install exterior and interior security system


7/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted vendor Install phone and internet connections


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted contractors/architect Confirm all building compliance 


7/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Determine first month food menu, distribute to families


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager Arrange for extra volunteers to participate during first day and first week of school. 


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted curriculum consultant Purchase supplemental materials aligned with curriculum


7/1/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted curriculum consultant Confirm curriculum selection and resources needed


7/2/2014 CEO/Principal & Office Manager with contracted business coach Attend Strategic Planning meeting


7/5/2014 Governing Board with CEO/Principal Submit proposed budget to ADE


7/11/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Estimated student count due to ADE 


7/15/2014 Governing Board with CEO/Principal Present proposed budget at public hearing


7/15/2014 CEO/Principal Determine placement (inside and outside), policies and procedures for all monitors to ensure alignment with school culture and rules


7/15/2014 CEO/Principal Establish entering and exiting systems for students and which external doors will be open during the day


7/15/2014 CEO/Principal Identify a safety shelter near the school? In the school? 


7/15/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with teachers Draft plan for first day, first week


7/15/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Purchase necessary supplies for any enrichment program


7/15/2014 CEO/Principal Determine who will serve as the Volunteer Coordinator in start-up and Year 1 and develop volunteer use plan


7/15/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted technology consultant Install computer hardware and software and other non-permanent technology


7/15/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Confirm/refine food services plan/procedures, including managing transactions, if applicable


7/15/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted technology consultant Update 3-5 year technology plan based on Y1 needs


7/15/2014 CEO/Principal Check all student recruitment numbers - adjust any staffing/budget if school is underenrolled


7/15/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted technology consultant Test all technology equipment (connectivity, phone lines and network)


7/15/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Track student enrollment  by grade, gender, race, school of attendance, district, etc.


7/15/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager & contracted accountant Finalize system for internal controls


7/18/2014 Governing Board with CEO/Principal Submit adopted budget to ADE


7/18/2014 CEO/Principal with Office Manager & Instructional Leader Complete final preparations for summer staff PD


7/21/2014 CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader Provide training to staff to support ELL students


7/21/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Distribute laptops to staff, if purchased, or provide access to desktops 


7/21/2014 CEO/Principal with contracted SPED consultant Provide training to staff to support Special Education students


7/21/2014 CEO/Principal supervisors various trainers Hold summer staff professional development


7/28/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Order and manage delivery of teacher requested supplies 


7/31/2014 Governing Board with CEO/Principal Attend Governing Board meeting


7/31/2014 Yes CEO/Principal CEO/Principal attends four individual professional-development trainings


7/31/2014 Yes CEO/Principal CEO/Principal completes his M.Ed. in Educational Leadership


7/31/2014 Yes CEO/Principal CEO/Principal completes requirements for his Superintendency certification


7/31/2014 Yes CEO/Principal and Instructional Leader Visit and study summer staff professional development of high performing schools


8/1/2014 CEO/Principal Complete a Personalized Learning Plan for each student


8/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with teachers Finalize homework policy and expectations


8/1/2014 Yes CEO/Principal with Governing Board Finalize teacher and parent survey


8/1/2014 CEO/Principal Review staffing structure and identify any additional staffing needs for school programming


8/1/2014 CEO/Principal with teachers Finalize potential list of field-trip locations


8/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Finalize a school systems manual (i.e. copy machine procedures, mail collection, student dismissal)


8/1/2014 CEO/Principal Make sure all goals from the Performance Management Plan correspond to a tracker that the Board and State have access to 


8/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal Plan and provide all staff with first aid training


8/1/2014 CEO/Principal Refine professional development plan based on development of school model, anticipated student needs and consultant feedback


8/1/2014 CEO/Principal Finalize long-term plan for annual professional development/in-service training schedule


8/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader & teachers Finalize lesson-plan template


8/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader Finalize system for monitoring the curriculum


8/1/2014 CEO/Principal with Instructional Leader & teachers Finalize plan for first day, first week


8/1/2014 Office Manager reviewed by CEO/Principal & SAIS vendor Include SAIS training for staff


8/1/2014 Teachers supervised by CEO/Principal All teachers set up classrooms


8/1/2014 All staff supervised by CEO/Principal Finalize facility preparation (ensure all rooms, bulletin boards, emergency exit procedures, etc. are ready)


As needed Board President Approve any new board members with ASBCS and notify the Arizona Corporation Commission


As needed Office Manager Enter enrolled students into SAIS system 


Ongoing Yes Governing Board Search for possible new Board members in case of future vacancies


Ongoing Yes CEO/Principal CEO/Principal meets monthly with Business Coach for leadership development


Ongoing Yes All staff supervised by CEO/Principal Identify and attend needed trainings (e.g. common core, accounting/finance) 


Ongoing Yes CEO/Principal Identify and contact external professional development providers, if applicable. 







Ongoing Yes Board President Schedule periodic Board training and/or self-evaluations
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George Rising


From: Rob Fischrup <rob@vasttucson.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2013 10:34 AM
To: george.rising@risingschool.org; Stephanie Rising; Auletta, Tari
Cc: bodie.b@mac.com; Loui Antonucci
Subject: Meeting


George,


One of the key decision makers will be in town June 27. Let's plan on meeting at our office at 11 AM and you
can present your plan to him directly. I think this will be the best option in order to get this past us and decide
how to move forward. Thanks for your cooperation and we look forward to meeting with you on the 27th.


Rob Fischrup
Asset Manager
Associate Broker
Vast Real Estate Solutions
5102 E Pima St #2
Tucson, AZ 85712
P:520.624.9400
F:520.326.0159








The Rising School began as a collaboration between Dr. 
George Rising, an experienced educational leader, and his 
wife, Stephanie Rising, a longtime Tucson businesswoman. 
Encouraged by colleagues, Dr. Rising decided to take what he 
had learned working at some of the best schools in Tucson and 
combine it with his own research and convictions about how to 
create a great academic institution. 


He chose the name “The Rising School” in homage to his alma 
mater, The Roeper School, one of the top college-prep schools in 
Michigan, and he named the management organization “Rising 
Schools, Inc.” Stephanie Rising, owner of Canyon Concepts, 
helped with the business and marketing side of founding The 
Rising School. 


Over the past few years, the Risings have built a stellar team, 
which includes the Governing Board, educational experts, 
business/finance advisors, and various committees.


520.730.2657
w w w.r i s i ngs c h o o l .o r g
2222 N. Craycroft Road
Tucson, Arizona  85712


a brief history of time...


rising to achieve greatness







our Directors (Margret Huebner) 
and a great many of our advisors and 
committee members. We all share 
a desire to raise the standard for 
education, making Tucson known 
for a highly qualified, intelligent 
workforce.


Unfortunately, given the poor 
performance of so many of our public 
schools, of the 68% of students who 
graduate from high school, their 
basic math and 
writing skills are 
sorely lacking. 
Not only does 
this affect their 
ability to enter 
college or secure 
employment; it 
also affects the ability of their future 
employer to entrust them with 
jobs requiring critical thinking and 
leadership. 


TRS is accutely aware that outstand-
ing schools attract higher paying jobs 
and larger companies to Tucson, 
improving economic opportunities 
for all.


To sum up: College prep 
rigor with free tuition
TRS is a high-quality college-prep 
school that prepares Tucson-area 
students for success in school, college, 
and 21st century careers. At TRS:


• Students, parents, and teachers are 
treated with respect andenjoy being 
part of a safe, caring community.


• Classes are engaging and 
relevant; teachers are 


experts in curriculum 
and instruction; 
and standards and 
assessments are 
rigorous.


• Students create 
quality projects; surpass state and 
national standards on assessments; 
and mature into alumni who are 
successful scholars and professionals 
engaged with their community and 
the world.


DISTInCTIvE fEaTuRES Of THE 
RISInG SCHOOl’S PROGRaM:


•	 Challenging	courses	aligned	to		 	
 rigorous standards


•	 Instruction	by	great	teachers		  
 grounded in research-based methods


•	 Personal	attention	for	all	students


•	 Extra	help	for	students	who	need		 	
 it (including students with special   
 needs)


•	 A	safe	and	orderly	learning		 	 	
 environment


•	 A	welcoming	environment				


•	 Family	and	community	involvement


•	 Class	sizes	targeted	at	25			 	
 students or less


The Rising School is the product of 
years of planning and development by 
a group of smart, knowledgeable, and 
dedicated professionals. for our Board 
bios, visit our website at


www.risingschool.org.


The facTs:
In Arizona, 68 out of 100 students graduate 
from high school. Of those, 8 graduate from 
college within four years.


OUR GOaL:
Change those facts.


Why “Rising To achieve Greatness?”
Throughout The Rising School’s (TRS) development, 
we knew it was essential to measure all of our decisions— 
curriculum, teaching practices, learning environment— 
against a very clear vision for the school. It quickly became 
obvious that all roads led back to one guiding principle: 
We are committed to ensuring that every student has the 
opportunity to achieve greatness in their education, and 
their academic preparation and confidence will empower 
them in their adult life.


Great teaching is the heart of      
The Rising School. 
At our school, teaching is a demanding job, requiring 
expert content knowledge, effective instructional 
implementation, personal approachability, organization 
ability, and collaboration skills.


With those high expectations also comes daily support. Dr. 
George Rising, an experienced educator, has a collaborative 
and empowering leadership style. He and the teachers work 
together in a weekly Professional Learning Community, 
in professional development opportunities, and during 
planning periods. They jointly create curriculum, refine 
instruction, and analyze assessment and other data. The 
result: courses that are rigorous, challenging, engaging, and 
relevant. 


One of the many advantages of operating a charter school 


is streamlined, onsite decision-making—especially 
concerning curriculum and teachers. Dr. Rising is the 
school’s instructional leader and is directly responsible 
for hiring, supervising, and evaluating teachers. Teachers’ 
expertise in content and instruction is demonstrated 
through advanced degrees in their teaching subject; 
previous effective classroom experience; and observations 
and evaluations by Dr. Rising, faculty peers, and students. 
Dr. Rising’s evaluation of teachers will rely heavily (50%) 
on their students’ academic growth.


Civic leadership is an expectation 
and a grade
Active class participation, respect for fellow students, 
service to the community—such actions build character as 
well as a great college resumé. Rising To Achieve Greatness 
requires us to be aware of and engaged in the world 
around us, and it’s for that reason TRS students receive a 
“civics” grade in addition to their academic grades. As your 
neighborhood school, TRS leadership has deep ties with 
the Tucson community, and we coordinate opportunities 
for students to be active, contributing citizens. By 2016, 
our 12th graders will perform internships as a graduation 
requirement.


Education and Tucson business
Everyone involved in developing TRS is a long-time 
Tucson resident and professional. Our co-founder, 
Stephanie Rising, is a small business owner, as is one of 





















 
5405 North Oracle Road, Suite 101 


Tucson, Arizona, 85704 


www.RisingSchool.org 


 


Arizona State Board for Charter Schools 


P.O. Box 18328 


Phoenix, AZ 85009 


CC: Ms. DeAnna Rowe, ASBCS Executive Director 


 


November 6, 2013 


 


Dear Arizona State Board for Charter Schools: 


 


As the Authorized Charter Representative of The Rising School (TRS), I am writing to request a 


Good Cause Extension of the opening of our school to August 4, 2014. We understand that this 


is a one-time extension. We believe that we have good cause to extend the opening of our school, 


and we thank you in advance for considering the following information in support of our request. 


 


This letter is in response to Ms. Johanna medina’s email of November 1, 2013. In her email, Ms. 


Medina wrote: 


 
I will need RSI to provide the following: 


1. Evidence (i.e. contract, denial letter, appeal, etc.) that supports the reasons for not being able 
to open timely in August 2013. 


2. A new timeline for implementing the plans (Educational, Operational, and Business) contained 
in the application package, and why the timeline is viable and adequate for achieving the 
proposed start-up date of the school and appropriate for operating a charter school in 
accordance with the performance frameworks adopted by the Board and requirements of 
statute and rule.  


3. Clear and specific action steps with target completion dates that will enable RSI to implement 
the plans contained in the application package in accordance with the timeline provided.  


 


We appreciate ASBCS’s consideration of our Good Cause Extension to open our school in 


August 2014. We believe we have good reasons for this extension. Thanks very much! 


 


Sincerely, 


 


George G. Rising, PhD 


Authorized Charter Representative 


The Rising School 


 


P.S. The following information and accompanying attachments provide the additional 


information requested by Ms. Medina and ASBCS: 







Evidence Supporting Rationale for Not Opening in August 2013 
 


TRS was chartered by the ASBCS on January 22, 2013. A week later, TRS submitted its 


application for an Arizona Charter School Program (AZ CSP) grant. TRS intended to use the 


first year of AZ CSP funding to take a planning year from April 2013 through July 2014, 


opening on August 4, 2014. Several sources within ASBCS, AZ CSP, ACSA, and ADE 


recommended taking a planning year. However, on March 25, 2013, TRS’s application for an 


AZ CSP grant was denied.  


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 1. Denial of AZ CSP award_03-25-2013 


 


There were irregularities in the grant process, so TRS immediately appealed the denial of the AZ 


CSP grant. 


  


 Evidence: Exhibit 2. Letter to State Board of Education_04-03-2013 


 


The AZ CSP appeal process was complex and time consuming, and it eventually took six months 


to resolve.  


 


In the meantime, on April 11, TRS’s Governing Board met to discuss the situation. TRS’s Board 


concluded that taking a planning year without an AZ CSP grant was unwise. Consequently, the 


Board voted to move aggressively to open in August 2013, with the one change that the school 


would plan to start with 50 students rather than 100 and in a correspondingly smaller (and less 


expensive) facility. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 3. Board meeting 2013-04-11 minutes 


 


TRS immediately instructed its real-estate agent to assertively search for facilities. After touring 


several sites, TRS found a seemingly excellent building: it was the right size (just over 3,000 


square feet) and was in a complex with three other vacant buildings totaling another 12,000 


square feet, which would enable the school to easily increase enrollment in the ensuing years. 


Furthermore, the landlord granted $60,000 in tenant improvements to redesign the building and 


to bring it up to E-occupancy code. The landlord assured TRS that he was experienced in these 


matters and that this $60,000 would cover all costs, including architectural design to our 


specifications, demolition of the interior, and build out of our design. Additionally, the facility 


was located directly across the street from Townsend Middle School, a Tucson Unified school 


that was being closed, so its students may have been looking for a new neighborhood school. 


Within two weeks of searching for a facility, on April 12, TRS signed a five-year lease for the 


3,000 square-foot space that included an option for first right of refusal to lease the other 12,000 


square feet of space in future years as the school population grew. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 4. Lease agreement_2222 Craycroft_signed 


 


With a facility secured, TRS inaugurated a recruiting blitz for students. TRS Board members, 


friends, community members, and six paid canvassers went door-to-door to houses, apartments, 


and businesses in the community on a daily basis. The school also used targeted direct mail, 







signs, and community meetings to market the school to neighborhood parents and students. In 


seven weeks, TRS enrolled 14 students and had six others who said that they planned to attend 


the school; these 20 recruited students represented an average of three students recruited per 


week. During this period, moreover, TRS also put up ads for faculty, interviewed dozens of 


candidates, and eventually hired four excellent teachers. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 5. Marketing Materials 


 


By May 22, TRS had completed all of its requirements outlined in its charter-acceptance letter. 


On that date, I signed the charter contract with ASBCS Executive Director DeAnna Rowe. Ms. 


Rowe advised me that, if the school decided not to open in August, we should make the decision 


sooner rather than later; it proved to be wise counsel. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 6. Charter contract ASBCS-RSI_signed_05-22-2013 


 


In early June, the landlord informed TRS that the tenant improvements would cost $150,000, 


$90,000 more than the $60,000 allowance that TRS had been given. Furthermore, future tenant 


improvements for the three adjacent buildings would cost another $600,000, for a total of 


$750,000. Thus, the cost was prohibitive, far above the budgeted amount, which $0 for TRS. 


Although the landlord was contractually obligated to pay 80% of the overrun for the first 3,000 


square feet of space (TRS’s portion was 20%), the landlord would not commit to giving any 


allowance to cover the projected $600,000 worth of future tenant-improvement expenses for the 


rest of the space. In a meeting with the landlord, TRS presented its case about how costs 


overruns by the landlord’s contracted construction company had made the facilities financially 


unviable in the near term and even more so in the longer term for both TRS and the landlord. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 7. Presentation to 2222 Craycroft landlord 


 


After negotiations, the landlord agreed to a settlement that terminated the five-year lease. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 8. 2222 Craycroft Settlement Agreement and Release_09-21-13 


 


In addition to the issues of finding a new facility, the school would need to recruit another 36 


students over the next eight weeks. While this was certainly possible, it was ambitious and risky. 


Consequently, on June 13, TRS’s Governing Board voted to shut the operation down and to open 


in 2014 rather than 2013. The Board also voted to begin negotiating a termination of the lease. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 9. Board meeting 2013-06-13 minutes 


 


The process of appealing the denial of an AZ CSP grant was complex and time consuming. On 


September 25, after six months, the Arizona State Board of Education ruled in TRS’s favor, 


thereby granting TRS an AZ CSP grant for $230,000 for FY 2014, with a possible two-year 


renewal, for a total of $690,000. This ruling enabled TRS to continue its planning year to prepare 


for opening in August 2014. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 10. AZ CSP grant award letter_09-25-2013 







Timeline for Implementing Educational, Operational, and Business 


Plans, with Action Steps with Target Completion Dates 
 


The accompany spreadsheet lists the educational operational, and business action steps that The 


Rising School (TRS) will complete by August 2014 in order to open the school. The action steps 


are sorted chronologically in a viable-and-adequate timeline. 


 


Completing the action steps essential to opening TRS (or any charter school) requires three main 


attributes:  


1) the knowledge and experience to identify which specific tasks are necessary to undertake 


as action steps;  


2) the knowledge, experience, and judgment to ascertain when to complete which action 


step, i.e., the ability to prioritize action steps in a logical manner; and  


3) a plan with a system of accountability ensuring that action steps are completed in a 


correct, complete, and timely manner. 


 


TRS’s leadership—from years of training, experience, and planning—possesses these three 


attributes. As a measure of proof, TRS has already completed many of the action steps necessary 


to open, e.g., analyze the demographics of the potential student population, create marketing 


materials, implement an accounting and payroll system, etc. (please see the action-step timeline 


for many more examples). Moreover, TRS’s CEO/Principal, Dr. George Rising, in his former 


school leadership positions, has previously supervised completion of many of the action steps 


that TRS will need to complete before opening. Also, TRS has obtained, through professional 


training and experience at other schools, model drafts for most of the documents required to open 


a school, e.g., employee handbook, student-enrollment form, first-day student packet, etc. 


Finally, TRS has developed and implemented a plan with an accountability system to ensure that 


actions steps are completed in a correct and timely manner. This accountability system includes 


the Governing Board, CEO/Principal, and Office Manager. It also includes outside accountability 


through a business coach, contracted accountant/financial advisor, and contracted attorney. 


 


The planning and execution of opening a school requires effective leadership. TRS’s leadership 


team consists of six leaders, each with a long background of successful leadership. Co-founder 


and CEO/Principal George Rising has a wide-ranging record of teaching, published scholarship, 


and school leadership. Dr. Rising has served as principal or head of school at four Tucson 


schools, including the #1 ranked charter school in America. Co-founder Stephanie Rising is a 


longtime businesswoman and a leading coaching consultant and marketer for small businesses in 


Tucson. The Governing Board consists of five accomplished professionals with strong, longtime 


ties to the Tucson community. Board Secretary Gregory J. Berger, J.D., is a Tucson attorney and 


adjunct law professor at the University of Arizona. Mr. Berger previously taught history for nine 


years at St. Gregory Prep School, where he chaired the History Department. He has done pro 


bono work for many nonprofit organizations, including several local schools. Rosie Garcia, 


M.Ed., has taught Spanish at Tucson’s Sunnyside High for 37 years. She has chaired the World 


Languages Department for two decades and has served in leadership posts for many 


organizations, including as a former board member of two other Tucson charter schools. Board 


Treasurer Margret Huebner is the co-owner of Commercial Carpet Cleaning, Inc., an award-


winning small business. She has a strong background in finance and community relations. Kevin 







Stombaugh is Managing Director—Public Finance at Grant Thornton LLP, one of the world’s 


leading independent audit, tax and advisory firms. Mr. Stombaugh’s volunteer activities focus on 


education, including having served as a school board member. Dr. Rising is the final Board 


member. 


 


TRS’s leadership has completed extensive training and professional development to learn the 


best practices of how to open and run a charter school. TRS completed the ACSA’s Starter 


Charter program, a rigorous four-month training designed to help organizations successfully 


open a charter school. TRS remains a member of ACSA and often utilizes its resources and 


advice. TRS’s team also undertook copious research that was required to successfully complete 


the ASBCS charter application and AZ CSP grant application. This research was invaluable for 


opening a school; it included researching neighborhood demographics, community 


organizations, local businesses, and price quotes from numerous vendors. In addition, TRS’s 


leadership has also taken several other trainings by the ACSA, the Arizona Department of 


education, and other organizations. For example, the Governing Board has two two-day 


professional development trainings scheduled over the next seven months. Furthermore, Dr. 


George Rising, TRS’s CEO/Principal, has recently completed all of the courses required to earn 


a Principal’s certification and an M.Ed. in Educational Leadership from the University of 


Arizona. Dr. Rising’s courses in educational finance, school law, human resources, and 


community relations have been invaluable for starting a charter school. His courses in the 


principalship, superintendency, and instructional leadership provided him with theories, 


concepts, and practical knowledge to utilize on a daily basis. Finally, Dr. Rising’s 


superintendency internship with Superintendent Dr. Vicki Balentine of Amphitheater Unified 


School District enabled a close-up view of leadership excellence in action. 


 


In addition to this extensive training, TRS also possesses invaluable experience in running and 


starting charter schools. Dr. Rising, unlike most leaders of newly chartered schools, has prior 


school-leadership experience: he has been head of school or principal at three Tucson schools 


(TRS is his fourth school). Also unlike most new charter-school leaders, Dr. Rising has 


experience starting two new charter schools. In 2010, as the Head of School of BASIS Tucson, 


he helped to open, staff, and train BASIS Oro Valley. In 2011, Dr. Rising became the founding 


principal of the Western Institute for Leadership Development. In this role, he performed many 


of the tasks required to open that school. Additionally, TRS has contracted with experienced 


vendors. For financial matters, for example, TRS has contracted with ADI Business Solutions, 


the leading charter-school accounting agency in Arizona, serving over 30 charter schools. For 


legal matters, the school has contracted with Marian Abram, Esq., of Karp & Weiss, one of the 


top legal firms in Tucson. These and other experienced vendors have provided invaluable advice 


to TRS. 


 


Most importantly, TRS has had the benefit of a “dry run” in opening a charter school. From 


April through early June 2013, TRS moved aggressively to open the school. In that short nine-


week period, TRS completed many of the important tasks required to open. These tasks included: 


 working with a real-estate agent to locate a suitable facility; 


 working with an architect and construction company to design tenant improvements for 


the school facility; 







 creating a plethora of advertising material (press releases, posters, flyers, banners, door 


hangers, signs, all of which were designed by professionals); 


 using social media to market the school (including creating a professionally designed 


website, a Facebook page, and a Twitter account); 


 using door-door marketing to advertise the school to neighborhood parents, students, and 


businesses through door-to-door marketing; 


 hosting community events to advertise the school; 


 hiring experienced and academically successful teachers (of the five teachers hired or in 


negotiations to hire, two had earned PhDs and two others were completing their PhDs). 


 


In just nine weeks, which included six weeks of advertising, TRS was able to find a suitable 


facility, hire all needed faculty, and recruit 20 potential students. TRS has nine months until it 


opens on August 4, 2014, and its leadership team is confident that it can successfully complete 


all of the tasks required to open the school. 


 


To ensure action steps are completed in a correct and timely manner, TRS has developed and 


implemented accountability system. This system includes the CEO/Principal, Governing Board, 


Office Manager, plus vendors who provide outside accountability: a business coach, contracted 


accountant/financial advisor, and contracted attorney. TRS has created a spreadsheet of action 


steps similar to the one attached. In addition, TRS has monthly and weekly spreadsheets that 


have an additional column of “how,” i.e., the process of how the action step will be completed 


(e.g., who needs to be contacted—vendor, government agency, etc. —in order to complete an 


action step). The Governing Board has access to the action-step timeline, and the Board itself is 


responsible for completing certain of the action steps on the timeline. Additionally, the Board 


supervises the CEO/Principal, making sure that he is accountable for completing action steps that 


it has delegated to him in a correct and timely manner. The CEO/Principal supervises daily 


operations. The CEO/Principal works closely with the Office Manager to oversee the Office 


Manager’s completion of action steps. The CEO/Principal and Office Manager also meet in a 


formal weekly meeting every Friday afternoon to 1) follow up to confirm that the week’s action 


steps have been completed, and 2) look forward to the action steps scheduled for the next week, 


and 3) to review and strategize about how best to complete future action steps timeline/calendar. 


Additionally, the CEO/Principal and Office Manager meet monthly in a two-hour meeting with a 


business coach, who supplies an extra layer of accountability. Other outside sources also provide 


accountability: TRS’s contracted accountant alerts, updates, and reminds TRS personnel about 


financial and tax issues. Similarly, TRS’s contracted attorney does the same for legal issues. 


Finally, various government agencies, especially those associated with the Arizona Department 


of Education, provide a final layer of accountability. 


 


As the above demonstrates, TRS possesses the knowledge, experience, and judgment to be able 


to identify which specific tasks are essential to undertake and how prioritize these tasks in a 


logical manner.  


 


Please see the accompany spreadsheet, which lists the action steps that The Rising School (TRS) 


will complete by August 2014 in order to open the school. The action steps are sorted 


chronologically in a viable-and-adequate timeline. 








FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 


Rising Schools, Inc. 
5405 North Oracle Road, Suite 101     
Tucson, AZ 85704 
www.risingschool.org 


Contact: George Rising 
520-272-8541 
George.Rising@risingschool.org 
 


 
TUCSON, Arizona. (May 13, 2013)  –  The Rising School, a college-prep charter school founded by 
Tucson educator Dr. George Rising, is opening this August near Craycroft and Grant.  
 
"Safe, Small, and Smart: We’re your new neighborhood school!" is The Rising School's tagline, 
welcoming especially those affected by TUSD closings. One of just seven schools to earn a 
charter in Arizona this year, The Rising School is situated directly across the street from TUSD’s 
Townsend K-8 School, which is permanently shutting its doors later this month.   
 
The Rising School (TRS), located at 2222 N. Craycroft Road just south of Grant Road, is a tuition-
free school serving grades 6-9 (later expanding to grades 6-12). TRS will prepare its students for 
success in college and 21st century careers by delivering a rigorous, world-class education in a 
small, personal setting. TRS will work with each student to develop a Personal Learning Plan 
(PLP). The individualized PLP documents students’ strengths and gaps, describes their interests 
and ambitions, and helps them set school, personal, and career goals.  
 
TRS was co-founded by Dr. George Rising, a former principal of three local schools, and 
Stephanie Rising, a longtime Tucson businesswoman. Both feel the key is recruiting and 
supporting great teachers. "Educational research shows that the individual teacher in the 
classroom is the chief in-school variable affecting student learning," says Dr. Rising. "I've 
personally seen their impact time and again as a principal who has observed hundreds of 
classroom lessons over the years." Each member of TRS’s small faculty is an experienced 
classroom teacher. Each teacher also is an expert in their content area, holding a masters’ 
degree and having completed or currently completing a doctorate. “Teachers with graduate 
degrees in academic subjects know what it takes to succeed in college, and they will transmit 
that knowledge to their students,” observes Dr. Rising.  
 
The Rising School is also committed to incorporating character development in its mission. 
Whereas students’ grades will be based solely on academic results, students’ Civic Scores will 
be based on their effort, attitude, and helping others in the school and community. "We are 
educating the next generation of Tucson's entrepreneurs and workforce," says co-founder 
Stephanie Rising. "What better way to help develop future leaders than to broaden the 
definition of education by teaching students about their own community and having 
expectations of their conduct as citizens?" 
 
The Rising School also prides itself on its facilities. "Unlike many new charter schools, we are 
not located in the middle of a strip mall," observes Ms. Rising. Set off by itself, the school’s 
building encloses a large courtyard that is both safe and pleasant. The school is renovating the 







building to make it a new, clean, efficient space for students to learn. Additionally, the school is 
also located near several parks, libraries, athletic fields, and museums. Finally, the school has 
signed a lease that will permit it to take over nearby buildings as it grows. "Our location allows 
us to grow our student body over time while staying in our neighborhood," says Ms. Rising. 
 
For the last two years, the Risings have collaborated with numerous educational experts and 
business advisors to develop a school with the ambitious goal of "Rising to achieve greatness." 
Dr. Rising, who has led three top schools in Tucson, knows academic excellence. "Based on my 
personal experience and educational research," says Dr. Rising, "I’ve concluded that the very 
best schools have a culture of high academic expectations, excellent instruction, and positive 
relationships among all stakeholders. And that’s the type of school that we want to build." 
 
About The Rising School: The Rising School is a high-quality college-prep school that prepares 
Tucson-area students for success in school, college, and 21st century careers. Students, 
parents, and teachers are treated with respect and enjoy being a part of a safe, caring 
community; classes are engaging and relevant; teachers are experts in curriculum and 
instruction; standards and assessments are rigorous; students will create quality projects and 
surpass state and national standards on assessments; and students will mature into alumni who 
are successful scholars and professionals engaged with their community and the world. Visit us 
at www.risingschool.org. 


### 








2222 N. Craycroft
Tucson AZ 85712 
(520) 730-2657
www.risingschool.org


To ensure we have enough food, please RSVP to 
(520) 730-2657 or at www.risingschool.org..


Enjoy the music 
of Tucson’s top 


steel drum band, 
Apocalypso!


You are invited to a 
community party!


Meet the Founders and Directors of The Rising School! 
We want students, parents, and local business owners 


to feel welcome at our school. Join us on 


Saturday, June 8th, 6:00-8:00 p.m.
at 2222 North Craycroft!


Meet us, ask questions, and enjoy great music!
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March 25, 2013 


 
George Rising 
The Rising School 
5405 N. Oracle Rd., Ste. 101 
Tucson, AZ, 85704 


 
 


Dear Dr. Rising: 
 
The Arizona Charter Schools Program office (AZ CSP) wishes to thank you for your 
application and your desire to improve educational opportunities for Arizona students.    The 
competition for awards was especially strong this year.  Only five awards were given out at the 
March 25, 2013 Arizona State Board of Education meeting.  Your application was not one of 
them.    
 
Depending upon your circumstances and AZ CSP funding, you may apply for the 2015-17 AZ 
CSP round next year.   If funds are available, training will take place in November 2013.  Again, 
if funds are available charter applications or charter replication applications authorized on or 
before the January 2014 Arizona State Board for Charter Schools meeting will be eligible to 
apply for the AZ CSP grant.  The application deadline will be prior to February 2014.  Awards will 
be announced at the March 2014 State Board of Education meeting. 
 
If you have further questions, you may contact the AZ CSP Program Specialist, Sheri Partridge, 
Sheri.Partridge@azed.gov; 602.364.1909. 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
 
 
Mark Francis 
Deputy Associate Superintendent  
Arizona Charter Schools Program 
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5405 North Oracle Road, Suite 101 


Tucson, Arizona, 85704 


www.RisingSchool.org 


 


Arizona State Board for Charter Schools 


P.O. Box 18328 


Phoenix, AZ 85009 


CC: Ms. DeAnna Rowe, ASBCS Executive Director 


 


November 3, 2013 


 


Dear Arizona State Board for Charter Schools: 


 


As the Authorized Charter Representative of The Rising School (TRS), I am writing to request a 


Good Cause Extension of the opening of our school to August 4, 2014. We understand that this 


is a one-time extension. We believe that we have good cause to extend the opening of our school, 


and we thank you in advance for considering the following information in support of our request. 


 


This letter is in response to Ms. Johanna medina’s email of November 1, 2013. In her email, Ms. 


Medina wrote: 


 
I will need RSI to provide the following: 


1. Evidence (i.e. contract, denial letter, appeal, etc.) that supports the reasons for not being able 
to open timely in August 2013. 


2. A new timeline for implementing the plans (Educational, Operational, and Business) contained 
in the application package, and why the timeline is viable and adequate for achieving the 
proposed start-up date of the school and appropriate for operating a charter school in 
accordance with the performance frameworks adopted by the Board and requirements of 
statute and rule.  


3. Clear and specific action steps with target completion dates that will enable RSI to implement 
the plans contained in the application package in accordance with the timeline provided.  


 


We appreciate ASBCS’s consideration of our Good Cause Extension to open our school in 


August 2014. We believe we have good reasons for this extension. Thanks very much! 


 


Sincerely, 


 


George G. Rising, PhD 


Authorized Charter Representative 


The Rising School 


 


P.S. The following information and accompanying attachments provide the additional 


information requested by Ms. Medina and ASBCS: 







Evidence Supporting Rationale for Not Opening in August 2013 
 


TRS was chartered by the ASBCS on January 22, 2013. A week later, TRS submitted its 


application for an Arizona Charter School Program (AZ CSP) grant. TRS intended to use the 


first year of AZ CSP funding to take a planning year from April 2013 through July 2014, 


opening on August 4, 2014. Several sources within ASBCS, AZ CSP, ACSA, and ADE 


recommended taking a planning year. However, on March 25, 2013, TRS’s application for an 


AZ CSP grant was denied.  


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 1. Denial of AZ CSP award_03-25-2013 


 


There were irregularities in the grant process, so TRS immediately appealed the denial of the AZ 


CSP grant. 


  


 Evidence: Exhibit 2. Letter to State Board of Education_04-03-2013 


 


The AZ CSP appeal process was complex and time consuming, and it eventually took six months 


to resolve.  


 


In the meantime, on April 11, TRS’s Governing Board met to discuss the situation. TRS’s Board 


concluded that taking a planning year without an AZ CSP grant was unwise. Consequently, the 


Board voted to move aggressively to open in August 2013, with the one change that the school 


would plan to start with 50 students rather than 100 and in a correspondingly smaller (and less 


expensive) facility. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 3. Board meeting 2013-04-11 minutes 


 


TRS immediately instructed its real-estate agent to assertively search for facilities. After touring 


several sites, TRS found a seemingly excellent building: it was the right size (just over 3,000 


square feet) and was in a complex with three other vacant buildings totaling another 12,000 


square feet, which would enable the school to easily increase enrollment in the ensuing years. 


Furthermore, the landlord granted $60,000 in tenant improvements to redesign the building and 


to bring it up to E-occupancy code. The landlord assured TRS that he was experienced in these 


matters and that this $60,000 would cover all costs, including architectural design to our 


specifications, demolition of the interior, and build out of our design. Additionally, the facility 


was located directly across the street from Townsend Middle School, a Tucson Unified school 


that was being closed, so its students may have been looking for a new neighborhood school. 


Within two weeks of searching for a facility, on April 12, TRS signed a five-year lease for the 


3,000 square-foot space that included an option for first right of refusal to lease the other 12,000 


square feet of space in future years as the school population grew. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 4. Lease agreement_2222 Craycroft_signed 


 


With a facility secured, TRS inaugurated a recruiting blitz for students. TRS Board members, 


friends, community members, and six paid canvassers went door-to-door to houses, apartments, 


and businesses in the community on a daily basis. The school also used targeted direct mail, 







signs, and community meetings to market the school to neighborhood parents and students. In 


seven weeks, TRS enrolled 14 students and had six others who said that they planned to attend 


the school; these 20 recruited students represented an average of three students recruited per 


week. During this period, moreover, TRS also put up ads for faculty, interviewed dozens of 


candidates, and eventually hired four excellent teachers. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 5. Marketing Materials 


 


By May 22, TRS had completed all of its requirements outlined in its charter-acceptance letter. 


On that date, I signed the charter contract with ASBCS Executive Director DeAnna Rowe. Ms. 


Rowe advised me that, if the school decided not to open in August, we should make the decision 


sooner rather than later; it proved to be wise counsel. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 6. Charter contract ASBCS-RSI_signed_05-22-2013 


 


In early June, the landlord informed TRS that the tenant improvements would cost $150,000, 


$90,000 more than the $60,000 allowance that TRS had been given. Furthermore, future tenant 


improvements for the three adjacent buildings would cost another $600,000, for a total of 


$750,000. Thus, the cost was prohibitive, far above the budgeted amount, which $0 for TRS. 


Although the landlord was contractually obligated to pay 80% of the overrun for the first 3,000 


square feet of space (TRS’s portion was 20%), the landlord would not commit to giving any 


allowance to cover the projected $600,000 worth of future tenant-improvement expenses for the 


rest of the space. In a meeting with the landlord, TRS presented its case about how costs 


overruns by the landlord’s contracted construction company had made the facilities financially 


unviable in the near term and even more so in the longer term for both TRS and the landlord. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 7. Presentation to 2222 Craycroft landlord 


 


After negotiations, the landlord agreed to a settlement that terminated the five-year lease. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 8. 2222 Craycroft Settlement Agreement and Release_09-21-13 


 


In addition to the issues of finding a new facility, the school would need to recruit another 36 


students over the next eight weeks. While this was certainly possible, it was ambitious and risky. 


Consequently, on June 13, TRS’s Governing Board voted to shut the operation down and to open 


in 2014 rather than 2013. The Board also voted to begin negotiating a termination of the lease. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 9. Board meeting 2013-06-13 minutes 


 


The process of appealing the denial of an AZ CSP grant was complex and time consuming. On 


September 25, after six months, the Arizona State Board of Education ruled in TRS’s favor, 


thereby granting TRS an AZ CSP grant for $230,000 for FY 2014, with a possible two-year 


renewal, for a total of $690,000. This ruling enabled TRS to continue its planning year to prepare 


for opening in August 2014. 


 


 Evidence: Exhibit 10. AZ CSP grant award letter_09-25-2013 








Charter Contract
Between


Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
And


Rising Schools, Inc.


1. Parties: The Arizona State Board for Charter Schools is authorized, pursuant to Arizona Revised
Statutes ("A.R.S."), Title 15, Chapter 1, Article 8, to execute a Charter Contract ("Charter") for the
purpose of authorizing the establishment of charter schools that will provide a learning
environment to improve pupil achievement and to provide additional academic choices for
parents and pupils.


A. This Charter is entered into between Rising Schools, Inc. ("Charter Holder") and the
Arizona State Board for Charter Schools for the purpose of establishing a charter school
to operate at the site(s) listed in Paragraph 6 of this Charter.


B. The person authorized to sign and act on behalf of the Arizona State Board for Charter
Schools is the President of the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools or its Executive
Director as the President's Designee.


C. The person authorized to sign on behalf of the Charter Holder is George Rising ("Charter
Representative") .


D. The Charter Representative affirms as a condition of this Charter, that he/she is the
above-described representative of the Charter Holder and has authority to enter into this
Charter on behalf of the Charter Holder.


• The Charter Holder must maintain a Charter Representative and provide contact
information to the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools.


• The Arizona State Board for Charter Schools shall direct all communication with regard to
this Charter to the Charter Representative.


• The Charter Representative shall respond to written communication from the Arizona
State Board for Charter Schools within the timeframe specified in the communication.


E. Neither party to this Charter is the employee or agent of the other party.


F. Attachment A, incorporated herein by reference, is a copy of a resolution or minutes of a
meeting of the board of directors of a corporate entity or a public body, or a written
agreement by the members or managers of a limited liability company or partnership
authorizing the Charter Representative to sign documents, including this Charter, on
behalf of the Charter Holder.


G. Attachment B, incorporated herein by reference, is proof of the Charter Holder's legal
formation if the Charter Holder is not a private person or public body.


H. The Charter Representative further affirms that the Charter Holder is, and will remain, in
good standing with the applicable regulatory body (e.g., for an Arizona Corporation, the
Arizona Corporation Commission).


I. Attachment C, incorporated herein by reference, is a true and correct copy of the
Application Package of the Charter Holder, relied upon by the Arizona State Board for
Charter Schools in granting this Charter.


2. Purpose: The Charter Holder shall operate a charter school consistent with the terms of the
Charter and all applicable laws; shall achieve pupil outcomes according to the educational
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standards established by law and this Charter; and shall be governed and managed in a
financially prudent manner.


3. Governance:


A. The Charter Holder and its officers, directors, members and partners, have a duty of care
for complying with the provisions of this Charter, all applicable laws, regulations, and
reporting requirements.


B. The Charter Holder shall establish and maintain a governing body for the charter school
that is responsible for the policy decisions of the charter school.


4. Operation:


A. The Charter Holder shall be nonsectarian in its charter school programs, admission
policies and employment practices and all other operations.


B. The Charter Holder shall comply with all federal and state laws relating to the education
of children with disabilities in the same manner as a school district.


C. The Charter Holder shall comply with applicable federal, state and local rules, regulations
and statutes relating to health, safety, civil rights and insurance.


D. The Charter Holder shall begin providing a comprehensive program of instruction within
twelve months of the parties' execution of this Charter or within twenty four months of
January 14, 2013, the date on which the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
approved the charter, whichever date occurs later.


E. The Charter Holder shall maintain records to document daily pupil attendance and shall
make such records available for inspection upon request of the Arizona State Board for
Charter Schools and the Arizona Department of Education.


F. The Charter Holder shall maintain student records in accordance with the Arizona State
Library, Archives and Public Records Retention Schedules.


G. If the Charter Holder receives federal grant funds, the Charter Holder shall timely submit
financial and other reports required by the Arizona Department of Education for the
Charter Holder's receipt of such funds.


5. Applicable Law: The material and services provided by this Charter Holder under this Charter
shall comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and shall conform, in all respects, to
the educational standards contained in its application and Charter. This Charter shall be
governed and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of Arizona.


6. Sites: The Charter Holder shall provide educational services, including the delivery of instruction,
at the following location(s):


The Rising School
2222 North Craycroft Road
Tucson, Arizona 85712


The Charter Holder shall maintain ownership, a lease, or other suitable agreement covering the
use of all facilities, and shall ensure that the facilities comply with all applicable federal, state and
local health and safety standards and other applicable laws, regulations and rules.


7. Term of Charter: This Charter is effective upon the signing of both parties for a term of fifteen
(15) years commencing on July 1, 2013 and ending on June 30,2028, except as otherwise
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provided in this Charter and by law. The Charter may be renewed for successive periods of
twenty (20) years pursuant to law.


8. Non-Availability of Funds: Every payment obligation of the State of Arizona under this Charter
is conditioned upon the availability of funds continuing to be appropriated or allocated for the
payment of such obligations. If funds are not allocated and available for the continuance of this
Charter, the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools may terminate this Charter at the end of the
period for which funds are available. No liability shall accrue to the Arizona State Board for
Charter Schools, nor the State of Arizona, or any of its subdivisions, departments or divisions, in
the event this provision is exercised, and neither the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools nor
the State of Arizona shall be obligated or liable for any future payments or for any damages as a
result of termination under this paragraph.


9. Charter Interpretation:


A. Merger: This Charter, including all of the attachments, constitutes the entire agreement
of the Parties. Arizona Revised Statutes, Arizona State Board for Charter School policies,
and administrative rules and regulations which may be amended from time to time during
the course of the Charter, are incorporated into this Charter, along with any amendments
which may occur during the term of the Charter, by this reference.


B. Waiver: Either party's failure to insist on strict performance of any term or condition of the
Charter shall not constitute a waiver of that term or condition, even if the party accepting
or acquiescing in the nonconforming performance knows of the nature of the
performance and fails to object to it.


C. Severability: The provisions of this Charter are severable. Any term or condition deemed
illegal or invalid shall not affect any other term or condition of the Charter.


D. Assignment: Neither party may assign or transfer any right or interest in this Charter
unless authorized by law. No assignment, transfer or delegation of any duty of the
Charter Holder shall be made without prior written permission of the Arizona State Board
for Charter Schools.


10. Amendments to the Charter and Changes to the Charter Holder:


A. This Charter may be amended or modified by mutual agreement, in writing, of the parties.
Charter amendments and modifications requiring prior written approval by the Arizona State
Board for Charter Schools shall be posted on its website as an Amendment or Notification
Request. The Charter Holder shall not take action or implement the modification requested in
the amendment or notification until approved by the Arizona State Board for Charter
Schools. All amendment and notification requests shall be submitted pursuant to the
procedures or rules formulated by the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools. Charter
modifications that are not posted on the website may be implemented without the approval of
the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools. A technological problem or failure that
temporarily prevents the use of all or part of the website does not preclude the Charter Holder
from complying with this paragraph.


B. Any change in the ownership of the Charter Holder, change in the name of the Charter
Holder, or change in officers, directors, members or partners of the Charter Holder must be
submitted to the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools pursuant to the procedures or rules
formulated by the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools.


11. Insurance: The Charter Holder shall obtain and maintain insurance in accordance with the laws
of the State of Arizona.
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Waiver of Rights: The Charter Holder and its insurers providing the required coverage shall
waive all rights of recovery against the State of Arizona and the Arizona State Board for Charter
Schools and the Department of Education, their agents, officials, assignees and employees.


12. Indemnification and Acknowledgements: The Charter Holder shall indemnify, defend, save
and hold harmless the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools, the State of Arizona, its
departments, agencies, boards, commissions, universities and its officers, officials, agents and
employees ("Indemnitee") from and against any and all claims, actions, liabilities, damages,
losses or expenses (including court costs, attorneys' fees, and costs of claim processing,
investigation and litigation) ("Claims") for bodily injury or personal injury (including death), or loss
or damage to tangible or intangible property caused, or alleged to be caused, in whole or in part,
by the negligent or willful acts or omissions of the Charter Holder or any of its owners, officers,
directors, agents, employees or subcontractors. This indemnity includes any claim or amount
arising out of or recovered under the Workers' Compensation Law or arising out of the failure of
such Charter Holder to conform to any federal, state or local law, statute, ordinance, rule,
regulation or court decree that is applicable to the Charter Holder. It is the specific intention of
the parties that the Indemnitee shall, in all instances, except for Claims arising solely from the
negligent or willful acts or omissions of the Indemnitee, be indemnified by the Charter Holder from
and against any and all claims. It is agreed that the Charter Holder will be responsible for primary
loss investigation, defense and judgment costs where this indemnification is applicable. In
consideration of the award of this Charter, the Charter Holder agrees to waive all rights of
subrogation against the State of Arizona, its officers, officials, agents and employees for losses
arising from the work performed by the Charter Holder for the State of Arizona.


A The parties acknowledge that neither the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools, the
State of Arizona, or its agencies, boards, commissions or divisions are liable for the debts
or financial obligations of a charter school or persons or entities that operate charter
schools.


B. The parties acknowledge that, pursuant to law, the Arizona State Board for Charter
Schools, its members, officers and employees are immune from personal liability for all
acts done and actions taken in good faith within the scope of its authority.


13. Academic Performance Indicators and Evaluation: The Charter Holder shall:


A Provide a comprehensive program of instruction that aligns with the state academic
standards prescribed by the Arizona State Board of Education for the
grades approved to operate.


B. Design a method to measure pupil progress toward pupil outcomes adopted by the
Arizona State Board of Education pursuant to A RS. § 15-741.01, including participation
in the Arizona Instrument to Measure Standards test and the nationally standardized
norm-referenced achievement test as designated by the Arizona State Board of
Education.


C. Meet or demonstrate sufficient progress toward the academic performance expectations
set forth in the performance framework as adopted and modified periodically by the
Arizona State Board for Charter Schools.


14. Financial Requirements:


A The Charter Holder shall comply with the same financial and electronic data submission
requirements as a school district, including the Uniform System of Financial Records for
Charter Schools (USFRCS) as prescribed in ARS. Title 15, chapter 2, article 4,
procurement rules as prescribed in ARS. §15-213 and audit requirements as prescribed
in ARS. §15-914 unless specifically excepted by the Arizona State Board for Charter
Schools. If the Charter Holder has received an exception to the USFRCS and/or
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procurement rules, the Charter Holder shall, at a minimum, follow accounting policies and
procedures that comply with Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). This
includes using an accounting system that provides for the proper recording and reporting
of financial data and following standard internal control procedures. In addition, the
Charter Holder shall contract for at least an annual financial statement audit that meets
the following conditions:


• It is conducted by an independent certified public accountant; and


• It complies with policies adopted by the Arizona State Board for Charter
Schools.


B. The Charter Holder shall pay debts as they fall due or in the usual course of business.


C. The Charter Holder shall not commit or engage in gross incompetence or systematic and
egregious mismanagement of the school's finances or financial records.


15. Review, Evaluation and Investigative Teams, Audits and Records: The Charter Holder shall
allow representatives from the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools, Arizona Department of
Education, and/or the Arizona Auditor General to visit each school site at any reasonable time.


The Charter Holder shall allow the representatives to conduct financial, program or compliance
audits and shall hold open for inspection all records, documents and files relating to any activity
or program provided by the Charter Holder relating to the charter school or by the charter school.
Pursuant to A.R.S. § 35-214, all books, accounts, reports, files and other records relating to this
Charter shall be subject, at all reasonable times, to inspection and audit by the State for five
years after termination of the Charter.


16. Length of School Year: The Charter Holder shall provide instruction for no less than the number
of days required by statute or as stated in the Application, whichever is greater, and meet the
minimum number of hours of instruction required by statute. The Charter Holder must provide
instruction as stated in this paragraph within the State of Arizona's fiscal year that begins July 1st
and ends June 30th.


17. Termination or Non-Renewal of the Charter: The Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
may revoke or not renew the Charter for any material breach of the Charter and/or violation of
state, federal or local laws, ordinances or rules or regulations; for conditions which threaten the
health, safety, or welfare of the students or staff of the school or of the general public; or as
provided by law.


18. Employees and Contractors: This Charter is not an employment contract. No officer,
employee, agent, or subcontractor of the Charter Holder or the School is an officer, employee, or
agent of the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools or the State of Arizona.


19. Non-Discrimination: As a required state contract provision, the Charter Holder shall comply
with State Executive Order No. 2009-09, which mandates that all persons, regardless of race,
color, religion, sex, age, national origin or political affiliation, shall have equal access to
employment opportunities, and all other applicable federal and state employment laws, rules and
regulations, including the Americans with Disabilities Act. The Charter Holder shall take
affirmative action to ensure that applicants for employment and employees are not discriminated
against due to race, creed, color, religion, sex, national origin or disability.


20. Conflict of Interest: Pursuant to A.R.S. §38-511, the State of Arizona ("State"), its political
subdivisions or any department or agency of either may, within three years after its execution,
cancel any contract, without penalty or further obligation, made by the State, its political
subdivisions, or any of the departments or agencies of either if any person significantly involved in
initiating, negotiating, securing, drafting or creating the contract on behalf of the State, its political
subdivisions or any of the departments or agencies of either is, at any time while the contract or
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any extension of the contract is in effect, an employee or agent of any other party to the contract
in any capacity or a consultant to any other party of the contract with respect to the subject matter
of the contract. A cancellation made pursuant to this provision shall be effective when the
Charter Holder receives written notice of the cancellation unless the notice specifies a later time.


21. Fingerprints: The Charter Holder shall comply with the requirements of AR.S. §15-183 (C).


A The Charter Holder shall fingerprint check its charter school governing body members
pursuant to AR.S. §15-512 and submit all changes in members through the process
stated in Paragraph 10. A fingerprint check must be conducted for each new governing
body member.


B. The Charter Holder must maintain valid fingerprint clearance cards on all officers,
directors, members, and partners of the Charter Holder and submit all changes in
officers, directors, members, and partners through the process stated in Paragraph 10.


22. Notices: Any notice required, or permitted, under the Charter shall be in writing and shall be
effective immediately upon personal delivery, upon receipt of electronic mail, or three (3) days
after mailing to the following:


Charter Holder:
George Rising
Charter Representative
Rising Schools, Inc.
5405 North Oracle Road,# 101
Tucson, AZ 85704


Arizona State Board for Charter Schools:
DeAnna Rowe
Executive Director
Arizona State Board for Charter Schools
P.O. Box 18328
Phoenix, AZ 85009


The Arizona State Board for Charter Schools may make changes in the address of its contact
person by posting the change(s) on its website.


23. Special Education Training: Prior to the Charter Holder's provision of educational instruction
under this Charter, the Charter Representative shall attend the full-day Special Education
Training for Newly Chartered Schools sponsored by the Arizona Department of Education,
Exceptional Student Services.


24. Release of Funding: A Charter Holder may not receive state equalization funding until a current
certificate of occupancy, fire inspection report, and county health permit for educational use are
provided for each site listed in Paragraph 6 (and each site subsequently approved by the Arizona
State Board for Charter Schools). A Charter Holder may not receive state equalization funding
until documentation has been provided to the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools that the
Charter Representative has attended the Special Education training stated in Paragraph 23.


RISING SCHOOLS, INC.


Executed th is d).. day of . ;11 "=71
~. ~


2013.


arter Representative for Ri in Schools, Inc.


ARIZONA STATE BOARD FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS


7\--,==,--_dayof ?Yj~
BY_~~~~~~~::::::::::' _
DeAnna Rowe, Executiv Director of the Arizona State Board for Charter Schools.


2013.
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To ensure we have enough 
food, please RSVP to 
(520) 730-2657 or 
www.risingschool.org..


You are invited to a community party!
Meet the Founders and Directors of The Rising School! 


We want students, parents, and local business owners 
to feel welcome at our school. Join us on 


Saturday, June 8th, 6:00-8:00 p.m.
at 2222 North Craycroft!


Meet us, ask questions, and enjoy great music!


Enjoy the music of Tucson’s 
top steel drum band!








 


 


 


 


 
 


 


MINUTES OF THE JUNE 13, 2013 BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING 


 


A meeting of the Board of Directors for The Rising School (TRS) took place on June 13, 2013, at 33 North 


Stone Avenue, Tucson, AZ 85701. Directors present were George Rising, Greg Berger, and Margret Huebner. 


Co-Founder Stephanie Rising and prospective Board member Kevin Stombaugh were also in attendance. 


Director Rosie Garcia was absent. Business was conducted as follows. 


 


I. Call to Order by George Rising, Board President 


With a quorum of the Board present, the meeting was called to order at 4:09 p.m. 


 


II. Approval of Minutes from previous Board meeting of May 16, 2013 


 Handout: Minutes from previous Board meeting of May 16, 2013 


A motion was made, seconded, and passed unanimously to accept the Minutes as submitted. 


 


III. Executive Session--closed to the public per A.R.S. § 38-431.03(D) 


A motion was made, seconded, and passed unanimously to move into Executive Session to discuss the 


following issues: 


 


 a. Interview with Kevin Stombaugh, potential new Board member 


b. Discussion of Mr. Stombaugh’s candidacy 


 c. Discussion of lease of facility at 2222 N. Craycroft 


 d. Discussion of personnel issues 


 


Following his interview during Executive Session, Kevin excused himself from the meeting. 


 


IV. Update on student enrollment 


George reviewed student enrollment to date (17) and the impact on the school's financial viability for a 


Fall 2013 opening. 


 


V. Update on RSI’s appeal of AZ CSP grant 


George reviewed the appeal process and the hearing that will take place on Friday, June 21st. 


 


VI. Discussion and Vote on opening The Rising School in August 2013 


A motion was made, seconded, and passed unanimously to postpone opening the school until August 


2014. A motion was made, seconded, and passed unanimously to discuss and vote on the settlement of 


the lease electronically. 


 


VII. Update on RSI’s expenses and future reimbursement to George Rising 


 Handout: RSI’s Expenses spreadsheet 


This item was tabled. 


 


VIII. Update on possible line of credit from Tucson Federal Credit Union (TFCU) 


George reported that the application is still in progress with TFCU. 


 


 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


IX. Discussion and Vote on date and place of next regular Board meeting 


 Proposed date: Thursday, July 11, 4:30pm 


 Proposed place: 5405 N. Oracle, #101 


A motion was made, seconded, and passed unanimously to hold the meeting as described above. 


 


X. Discussion and Vote on postponing Board retreat, originally scheduled for   


 Saturday, June 29, 1:00-5:00 


A motion was made, seconded, and passed unanimously to postpone the retreat. 


 


XI. Board member requests for future agenda items 


The following agenda items were discussed: 


 The induction of Kevin Stombaugh as a Board member. 


 The invitation of Phoebe Chalk to interview as a Board member. 


 The review of any Bylaws' requirements regarding Director attendance. 


 


XII. Adjournment 


With no further business before the Board, the meeting was adjourned at 5:30 p.m. 








Rising Schools, Inc./The Rising School Governing Board 


 


Minutes of April 11, 2013, Governing Board Meeting 


 


Governing Board members present: 


Mr. Greg Berger 


Ms. Rosie Garcia (telephonically) 


Dr. George Rising 


Ms. Margret Huebner 


 


Governing Board members absent: 


 None 


 


Quorum? (Two or more Governing Board members present?): 


 Yes 


 


1. Call to Order 


Meeting called to order by Dr. Rising, Board President, at 5:04 pm 


 


2. Board Approved Dates and Places for Future Board Meetings 


 Handout: Draft Calendar for future Board meetings  


 The Board discussed dates and places for future Board meetings. 


 The Board agreed to set Thursday April 25, 2013, 4:00pm, as the next Board meeting 


 The Board set 1701 E. Seneca St. as the site of the next Board meeting 


 


2. Board Approved Minutes of Previous Meeting 


 Handout: Minutes from previous Board meeting of February 21, 2013 


 The Board voted (3-0) to approve the draft minutes, without revision, from the previous 


Board meeting of February 21, 2013 


 


3. Board Interviewed potential new RSI/TRS Board member Margret Huebner 


 Handout: Ms. Huebner’s resume 


 Ms. Huebner described her background and was questioned by Board members 


 Ms. Huebner is from Tucson, went to Santa Rita High School 


 One son; she was an active parent, especially in 4-H program 


 Owns and operates a local business, Commercial Carpet Cleaning, with her husband 


Richard 


 Ms. Huebner has been with CCC since 2000 


 For CCC, she does bookkeeping, administration, databases 


 Her reasons applying to RSI/TRS Board is her dismay that today’s young people do not 


know how to manage their finances 


 Has done other volunteer work 


 Open to training and professional development as a Governing Board member 


 


 







4. Board Approved Margret Huebner as RSI/TRS Board member 


 Ms. Huebner left the room after her interview 


 After a short discussion, the Board voted (3-0) to approve Margret Huebner as a RSI/TRS 


Governing Board member 


 Ms. Huebner returned and was congratulated by other Board members 


 


5. Board Approved RSI’s appeal of TRS’s exclusion from AZ CSP Grant Funding 


 Handout: Scores on AZ CSP applications of 5 awards and of The Rising School 


 Handout: Letter from Dr. Mark Francis of AZ CSP, which answered questions by TRS 


 The Board discussed the AZ CSP award process 


 The Board reviewed its April 3 letter to the Arizona Department of Education, which 


outlined several serious problems in the AZ CSP process 


 The Board agreed that the AZ CSP process, especially the interview section of the 


application, was flawed and the TRS was unfairly harmed by the process 


 The Board agreed that to officially request a hearing to appeal the exclusion of TRS from 


AZ CSP funding 


 Mr. Berger requested that Dr. Rising send the Board copies of the statute that outlines the 


appeal process; Dr. Rising agreed to send the relevant statute to Board members 


 


6. Board Approved Dr. Rising’s Negotiation for Leasing a Possible Facility for TRS at 2222 


N. Craycroft Road 


 Handout: Flyer for 2222 N. Craycroft facility 


 Handout: Maps for 2222 N. Craycroft facility 


 The Board reviewed information about a possible facility for TRS 


 Dr. Rising discussed facilities that he had toured with RSI’s real-estate agent, Tari 


Auletta 


 Dr. Rising stated that one building, 2222 N. Craycroft, was a facility very well-suited to 


TRS’s needs in terms of size, location, and price 


 The Board voted (4-0) to allow Dr. Rising to pursue negotiating and leasing the 2222 N. 


Craycroft facility 


 


7. Board informed by Dr. Rising of his decision to contract with ADI Business Solutions as 


for accounting and other financial services 


 Handout: ADI’s Scope of Services 


 Reviewing the ADI handout, Dr. Rising described the accounting and financial services 


provided by ADI 


 Dr. Rising stated that ADI had 30 clients, including 28 charter schools 


 He also stated that ADI’s clients had strong records in financial audits 


 Ms. Huebner stated her preference for using local, Tucson accounting firms for audits 


 Dr. Rising stated that competence was the prime requirement for any vendor, but that he 


believed that there were several competent Tucson auditing firms 


 


8. Board Approved Opening The Rising School in August 2013 


 The Board discussed opening TRS in August 2013, rather than August 2014 







 Dr. Rising pointed out that the Board had previously voted to open TRS in August 2014 


on the basis of having a planning year funded by the $230,000 AZ CSP grant 


 After discussion, the Board voted (4-0) to open TRS in August 2013.  


 


9. Ms. Garcia Left the Meeting 


 Ms. Garcia, who was attending the meeting by phone, excused herself from the meeting 


to attend another appointment at 6:12 


 


10. Board Tabled Discussion of Potential RSI/TRS Board Members 


 The Board agreed to postpone discussion of potential RSI/TRS Board members until the 


next Board meeting 


 


11. Board Members Had No Requests for Future Agenda Items 


 No Board members requested any future agenda items 


 Dr. Rising reminded Board members that they could email him any future agenda items 


prior to 48 hours before the next Board meeting 


 


12. Adjournment 


Dr. Rising, Board President, adjourned the meeting at 6:20 pm 


 


Respectfully submitted, 


George Rising, Board President 





